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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

This appeal was previously before this Court.

1. The title and number of the earlier appeal:

Integra LifeSciences I, Ltd., The Burnham Institute, and Telios

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Merck KGaA, The Scripps Research

Institute, and Dr. David A. Cheresh, Nos. 02-1052, 02-1065.

2. The date of decision was June 6, 2003.

3. The panel consisted of Circuit Judges Newman, Rader and Prost.

4. The opinion was reported as: Integra LifeSciences 1, Ltd. v. Merck

KGaA, 331 F.3d 860 (Fed. Cir. 2003).

5. The Supreme Court reversed and remanded in an opinion reported

as Merck KGaA v. lntegra LifeSciences I, Ltd., 125 S. Ct. 2372

(2005).

There is no other case in this or any other court known to directly affect or

be directly affected by this Court's decision in the instant appeal.



STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

This Court has exclusive jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1295(a)(1). The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of

California had jurisdiction over this case pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1338(a). On

March 6, 2001 the District Court entered an order rejecting Merck's post-

judgment motion for judgment as a matter of law on the FDA exemption, 35

U.S.C. § 271(e)(1). On March 26, 2001, the District Court entered an amended

and final judgment disposing of all claims. The notice of appeal was timely

filed on November 7, 2001, in accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 2107 and Fed. R.

App. P. 4(a).

On June 6, 2003, this Court affirmed the District Court's verdict with

regard to the FDA exemption. Integra LifeSciences 1, Ltd. v. Merck KGaA, 331

F.3d 860 (Fed. Cir. 2003). Pursuant to its jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C.

§ 1254(1), the United States Supreme Court reversed and remanded the case to

this Court on June 13, 2005. MerckKGaA v. Integra LifeSeiences L Ltd., 125 S.

Ct. 2372 (2005).



STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

The Supreme Court has now clarified that the FDA exemption immunizes

an experiment from patent infringement claims where (1) it is reasonable for a

scientist to believe that a drug candidate "may work, through a particular

biological process, to produce a particular physiological effect"; and (2) the

experiment "uses the compound in research that, if successful, would be

appropriate to include in a submission to the FDA." There is no dispute that, by

the time Scripps scientists conducted the accused experiments at issue here,

Merck and Scripps had discovered that the accused compounds shrank tumors in

animals, and that every accused experiment was reasonably designed to yield

data on topics that the Supreme Court has confirmed are relevant to the FDA.

Should judgment be entered as a matter of law?



INTRODUCTION

Merck KGaA stands accused of patent infringement for engaging The

Scripps Research Institute to conduct a series of experiments on a promising

cancer drug candidate that is now being administered to cancer patients in

clinical trials. Merck's defense is that each experiment was covered by the FDA

exemption, which provides that "[i]t shall not be an act of infringement to ... use

... a patented invention ... solely for uses reasonably related to the development

and submission of information" to the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA").

35 U.S.C. § 271(e)(1) (2000). On remand from the Supreme Court, this appeal

boils down to two simple propositions--both undisputed and indisputable--

about the factual context in which Scripps conducted every experiment:

(1) Merck knew its drug shrank tumors in animals and why; and (2) each

experiment yielded data on certain topics that the Supreme Court has now

confirmed are relevant to the FDA.

These two propositions correlate with the two-pronged inquiry the

Supreme Court has now adopted in applying the FDA exemption. Under the

strictures now articulated by the Supreme Court, any reasonable juror would

have to conclude that Merck satisfied both prongs.

The first inquiry is whether, before authorizing and financing each

experiment, it was reasonable for Merck to believe that its drug candidate "may



work, through a particular biological process, to produce a particular

physiological effect." Merck KGaA v. Integra LifeSciences 1, Ltd., 125 S. Ct.

2372, 2383 (2005) [$75]] There is no dispute that, by the time Scripps

scientists conducted the first accused experiment at issue here, Merck and

Scripps had discovered that a compound of a known structure shrank tumors in

an animal model, and they knew that it achieved that end by targeting a known

receptor, thereby stunting the development of newly forming blood vessels and

starving the tumor of nourishment and oxygen. No reasonable juror could have

concluded otherwise because there was no conflicting evidence and thus no

issue of credibility--and, indeed, Integra has conceded the point.

The second inquiry is whether each experiment "use[d] the compound in

research that, if successful, would be appropriate to include in a submission to

the FDA." Id. [$75]. The Court has explained that, contrary to the District

Court's belief, the FDA is interested in more than just data about safety (or

toxicology) when considering an Investigational New Drug ("IND") application,

the application seeking permission to administer a new drug to humans in

clinical trials. It is also interested in data about efficacy, mechanism of action,

pharmacology, and pharmacokinetics. Integra has never disputed the extensive

"A
l The Joint Appendix and the Supplemental Appendix are cited as

" and "S ," respectively.
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testimony from numerous witnesses that every single accused experiment

yielded information on one or more of these four topics. See Appendix A. In

the absence of evidence, or even argument, to the contrary, every reasonable

juror would have had no choice but to conclude that the experiments yielded

information on these topics.

Throughout this litigation, whether arguing to the jury or in defense of the

jury's verdict before the District Court and this Court, Integra has rested its

argument against the FDA exemption on the following props:

At the IND stage, the FDA cares only about safety, which

can be demonstrated only with data from certain animals.
A34.

The Scripps experiments would be of little of interest to the

FDA because they were not performed pursuant to so-called

"GLP" strictures for certain safety studies. A34.

Merck had not yet settled upon the lead candidate when some

of the experiments were conducted, but was still comparing
the effectiveness of variations of the potential drug. A34-35.

* Some of the experiments were not "necessary" to secure

FDA approval. A34.

The District Court adopted all these arguments in denying Merck's motion for

JMOL, and these arguments were the sole basis on which the District Court

concluded that the jury was entitled to make credibility determinations rejecting

testimony that the experiments were, indeed, directed at generating data for the



FDA. See A33-35. The Supreme Court has methodically rejected each of these

arguments. See 125 S. Ct. at 2381-85 [$73-76].

Beyond that, Integra has offered only two ancillary arguments, neither of

which can defeat the FDA exemption. First, Integra has correctly pointed out

that the 1995 agreement defining the Merck-Scripps collaboration anticipated

that, in addition to conducting the necessary preclinical studies to provide data

for an IND application within three years, Scripps scientists would continue to

explore the fundamental mechanisms underlying blood vessel formation and

tumor growth. But the fact that the collaboration agreement covered a variety of

possible, future activities has no bearing on whether the specific studies that are

accused here fall within the FDA exemption. The focus must be on the accused

"uses"--the experiments--and an experiment cannot lose the FDA exemption

just because it might produce information that would have value beyond seeking

FDA approval.

Second, Integra has attempted to generate issues of fact as to whether

some personnel at Merck or Scripps subjectively believed that the Scripps

research was necessary for FDA approval. These few quibbles cannot overcome

the clear record that Merck and Scripps both anticipated an IND filing with the

FDA. More importantly, though, as Integra has conceded, the FDA exemption

entails an objective standard, and it turns upon whether a reasonable scientist



could have considered the data generated relevant to the FDA. The exemption

cannot be defeated with efforts to prove that some person or another may have

labored under a different subjective impression of what data would be of value

to the FDA.

Integra presented all these arguments to the Supreme Court, too. And the

Supreme Court also rejected each either explicitly or tacitly, see 125 S. Ct. at

2380-83 [$72-75], leaving Integra with little more to say than, "This case isn't

over. We live to fight another day." Andrew Pollack, Justices Expand Rights to

Experiment with Patented Drugs, N.Y. Times, June 14, 2005 (quoting Integra's

counsel). So did Napoleon after Waterloo. But, still, the war was essentially

over.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Merck And Scripps Discover A Drug That Shrinks Tumors In Animals

In early 1994, after six years of collaboration with Merck, $6209-10, Dr.

David Cheresh, a renowned cancer researcher at Scripps, $2010-11, made a

signal discovery: He could shrink cancerous tumors in animals.

Years earlier, Dr. Cheresh had discovered that the receptor protein named

"_v133" (pronounced "alpha-vee-beta-3") is found on the surface of endothelial

cells and is essential to the ability of those cells to proliferate newly sprouting

blood vessels from pre-existing ones. $6751-56. He then developed an



antibody specially designed to bind to that protein in a way that blocks it from

interacting with other molecules--much like a glob of hardened putty on a

doorknob might block a key from getting anywhere near the lock. $7128-30.

With this antibody, Dr. Cheresh demonstrated that he could stop angiogenesis,

the process by which new blood vessels sprout from existing ones. A7152-53;

$6755-56. And by stopping angiogenesis, he prevented blood vessels from

growing towards tumors to nourish them with food and oxygen. A7155-57;

$6758-59. Dr. Cheresh first demonstrated this remarkable effect on tumors that

he grew on fertilized chicken eggs, specifically on the part of the egg called the

"CAM" (for chorioallantoic membrane). $6758-59.

Shortly after achieving this result with the antibody, Dr. Cheresh achieved

the same result with a simpler compound supplied by Merck. Back in Germany,

Merck had developed and screened hundreds of chemicals in test tubes, A4887;

$7504, in an effort to find a handful that could also jam an _133 surface protein,

but in a more targeted manner--more like the tip of a key broken off in the lock

than a glob of putty blocking the whole doorknob, $5815-17, 6185-88. Out of

that screening effort in Germany emerged a candidate, which Merck called

EMD 66203 (for simplicity, let us call it "EMD-6"). A10996-100; $6175-78.

EMD-6 is a short peptide consisting of five amino acids linked together and

twisted into a circle. A10544; $5865-66, 5934.
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When Dr. Cheresh tried Merck's peptide in his chicken CAM model, also

early in 1994, the results proved equally dramatic. A10353-89. The peptide

retarded the growth of blood vessels--and it actually shrank the tumors that

otherwise would have flourished on the chicken CAM. A7157-58; $6759.

Dr. Cheresh incorporated his discovery about the effect of the peptide on

blood vessel growth in chicken CAMs into a patent application filed in March,

1994, A10353-89, and, by May, 1994, he communicated to Merck the data

showing the shrinkage of tumors, A10845-48. In a letter to Merck, in June,

1994, after learning about the peptide's tumor-shrinking power, Dr. Cheresh

enthused, "At this time ... Merck is in a good position to develop peptide based

antagonists ofangiogenesis for treatment of cancer." S1200. In other words, he

was encouraging Merck to embark immediately on the process of developing

EMD-6 or close analog into a cancer drug.

Merck Enlists Scripps To Conduct Preclinical Studies

This appeal is not about Merck's early screening efforts to identify the

EMD-6 structure as the leading inhibitor of the receptor, nor about Dr.

Cheresh's initial testing ofMerck's peptide in test tubes or chicken eggs. This

appeal focuses exclusively on a series of experiments--beginning in August,

1994 and continuing through 1998--all of which were conducted after Dr.

Cheresh had discovered that Merck's peptide could shrink tumors and after he

10



announced to Merck that they had discovered a potential "treatment of cancer."

S1200.

With Merck's continued support, Dr. Cheresh conducted a series of

animal studies and in vitro experiments to demonstrate the potential for treating

cancer safely and effectively with Merck's peptide or an analog. A7172-91.

Merck funded the first year's worth of this drug development research under its

existing contract with Scripps, a 1988 contract that was due to expire in June,

1995. $7318, 7479-87. But almost immediately after Dr. Cheresh discovered

that Merck's peptide could shrink tumors--in the same letter in which he

heralded the structure as a potential "treatment of cancer," S 1200--the parties

turned their attention to negotiating a renewed agreement. $7173-75. Months

before signing the new agreement, the parties were discussing a "project at

Scripps ... that would then serve as the basis for potential clinical trials," S 1203

(December, 1994), and circulating draft language (ultimately incorporated into

the contract) reflecting their expectation that Scripps would "begin testing

[EMD-6] ... for efficacy[,] [p]harmacokinetics and toxicity" and their aspiration

that, based on these studies, "within the third year clinical trials will begin,"

A10866-67 (February, 1995); see also A6293.

The resulting agreement vastly expanded the Merck-Scripps relationship

with a view toward "lead[ing] the project as close to clinics as possible." $1294.

11



It called upon Dr. Cheresh to conduct "necessary experiments to satisfy the

biological bases and regulatory (FDA) requirements for the implementation of

clinical trials" with EMD-6 or an analog. A10106; see Integra LifeSciences I,

Ltd. v. MerekKGaA, 331 F.3d 860, 863 (Fed. Cir. 2003) [$31]. The parties

reached agreement on all material terms in February, 1995, A11208, and

formally executed the contract in the summer of 1995, $7485-86, shortly before

the 1988 agreement expired, $7318.

The 1995 agreement reflected a rough division of labor. As this Court

accurately observed, under the 1995 agreement, Merck assigned to Scripps the

responsibility "'to evaluate the specificity, efficacy, and toxicity'" of Merck's

drug candidate and close analogs, "'to explain the mechanism by which these

drug candidates work, and to determine which candidates were effective and

safe enough to warrant testing in humans.'" 331 F.3d at 863 [$31] (quoting

A10099); see also A10084-108; S1294-95. The 1995 agreement confirms also

that Merck--like any reasonable drug innovator--was not prepared, at first, to

bet the proverbial farm on EMD-6, and forego research on possible analogs on

the chance that the lead candidate might fail or other variations might be better

or safer cures for cancer. The agreement provided additional funding for

Scripps to conduct comparative testing of drug candidates designed to mimic

EMD-6 with the understanding that "these compounds will be modified to

12



obtain the most potent, specific, non-toxic inhibitors ofangiogenesis in vivo."

A 10094 (emphasis added). Under the agreement, Merck took responsibility for

conducting a series of expensive experiments to assess the compound's toxicity

and pharmacokinetics under stringent procedures that the FDA describes as

"Good Laboratory Practices" ("GLP"). A7409-10; S1294-95. As the earlier

proposal anticipated, the 1995 agreement set an ambitious three-year deadline

for the completion of these preclinical studies, at which point "an IND will be

filed," and "[c]linicaI trials ... will begin," A10867; see also $7175.

Scripps Conducts A Series Of Experiments To Assess Efficacy, Mechanism Of

Action, Pharmacology, And Pharmacokinetics

Before this Court are 16 categories of experiments--180 accused

experiments in all--that Scripps performed in collaboration with Merck.

According to the uncontradicted trial testimony, each experiment was designed

to demonstrate one or more of the following:

• Efficacy: How well the drug can be expected to work in curing the

target disease.

• Mechanism of action: How the drug achieves those results.

• Pharmacology: The appropriate dose and method of delivery of the

drug, and its effect on the body.

• Pharmacokinetics: The rate at which the drug is absorbed into, and

eliminated from, the bloodstream.

A6721-26, 6990-99, 7166-71, 7176-91, 11001-03; $6959-62. The testimony is

reviewed in greater detail at the relevant point in the argument, see infra at 39-

13



51, and the category-by-category testimony is tabulated in Appendix A to this

brief. For now, suffice it to say, Merck and Scripps presented ten witnesses who

testified that every single one of the accused experiments shed light on one or

more of these four topics (while confirming, at points, that many of the

experiments were relevant also to evaluating safety or toxicity).

Integra never disputed the relevance of the accused experiments to these

four topics, nor so much as cross-examined any of the ten witnesses on the

subject. Nor did Integra present any affirmative evidence to dispute that each

experiment currently before this Court was reasonably expected to yield

evidence on at least one of these subjects. Even Integra's key scientific expert

conceded that each of the experiments revealed information on how well the

drug worked and by what mechanism. See $6019-40. That is why this Court

and the Supreme Court have already confirmed, as undisputed fact, that "these

tests assessed ... histopathology, toxicology, circulation, diffusion, and half-life

of the peptides in the bloodstream," as well as "the proper mode for

administering the peptides for optimum therapeutic effect." 331 F.3d at 863

[$31-32]; see 125 S. Ct. at 2378 [$70] ("the tests measured the efficacy,

specificity, and toxicity of the particular peptides"). In short, there is no dispute

that the focus of the experiments at issue here was on how well EMD-6 and its

few analogs would work as a drug in animals afflicted with cancer and other

14



diseases involving the abnormal growth of blood vessels. A6721-26, 6990-99,

7162-92, 11001-03; $6959-62.

The sole factual dispute that even arguably emerged at trial with regard to

the nature of these experiments revolved around the relevance of a certain subset

of the accused experiments to safety. See infra at 49-51. Integra presented one

witness--Gerald Meyer, a purported FDA expert--who testified that safety in

humans can be established with confidence only by administering the drug to

certain sorts of animals, and that in vitro data and data on the effects of a drug in

chickens are not useful in "substantiating the safety of a compound to be

submitted for the possibility of evaluating it in man." $8359 (cell adhesion

assay); see $8358 (chicken CAM assay). Even so, Mr. Meyer did not in any

way dispute the testimony of Merck's various witnesses that--safety, aside--

every single experiment was relevant to efficacy, mechanism of action,

pharmacology, or pharmacokinetics. To the contrary, at least as to the 93

chicken CAM assays--the largest category of accused experiments--he

conceded that they were relevant to the "physical, chemical and biological

characteristics" of the new drug, another way of saying efficacy and mechanism

of action. $8469.

15



The Accused Experiments Focus Only On A Handful Of Structural Analogs,

All Designed To Have The Same Physiological Effect

The research that ensued under the 1995 agreement used EMD-6 or two

close cousins, EMD 85189 and EMD 121974, which, for simplicity, will be

referred to as "EMD-8" and "EMD-12," respectively. A5950. EMD-8 is so

close in structure to EMD-6 that the single difference--a difference of three

atoms out of a structure of dozens, A5950---is noticeable only upon close

scrutiny. Compare A10544 (EMD-6)with A10546 (EMD-8). EMD-12's active

ingredient is structurally identical to EMD-8, the only difference being that it is

constituted slightly differently for storage in solution; as used in the laboratory,

they are indistinguishable. Compare A10546 (EMD-8) with A10545 (EMD-12);

see also $5865-66. The experiments at issue in this case involved one or more

of these three compounds; no experiment involved any other allegedly

infringing peptide. See generally S 1231-83.

As the agreement contemplated, Dr. Cheresh also performed two sorts of

experiments (the chicken CAM experiment and an in vitro experiment) on some

15 to 20 mimetics. A6287; S1231-83, 7332. These mimetics were not

themselves peptides, $6674-75, but there is no dispute that they were designed

to look and behave like Merck's peptides, and that they therefore could be

expected to have similar, perhaps superior, effects in animals, A5560, 6045-46.

As one scientist explained, the Merck peptide "is a key made of brass and the

16



mimetic would be a key made of plastic. Different material, but it fits in the

same hole. And it's a very similar shape, which is the critical thing." $6674.

About 11% of the accused experiments compared the efficacy of these mimetics

to the Merck peptides. S1231-83. Since none of the mimetics turned out to be

as promising as Merck's peptides, Scripps stopped studying them by June, 1997.

A6287; S1231-83.

As to the peptides, Dr. Cheresh's preclinical research started out with a

focus on the single chemical, EMD-6. A7349-50. After about a year, Merck

asked Dr. Cheresh to switch the focus to EMD-8 and later to its twin EMD-12.

A7350; $6932-33,7583,7901. With two isolated exceptions, none of Dr.

Cheresh's experiments after late 1996 used EMD-6. See S 1231-83. At about

the same point, in November, 1996, the results of the preliminary animal studies

looked so promising that Merck appointed a formal inter-disciplinary team

called an "EPG" (a German acronym translated as Developmental Project

Group) to oversee research, regulatory approval, marketing, and manufacturing.

A6647; $6644-45. This meant the company had concluded that the information

developed about the drug candidate was sufficiently encouraging that it justified

the further investment of millions of dollars to obtain approval to test the

candidate in humans, and eventually to market the drug, provided the preclinical

and clinical experiments continued to be encouraging. $6644-48, 7312-13,
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7505-07. Simultaneously, Merck formally transferred the animal data on its

drug candidate, including all of Dr. Cheresh's earlier animal data, to a

specialized computer system, called MEDIS, which reports data in the format

the FDA requires. A6650-54.

The Scripps Data Are Incorporated Into Applications And Draft Reports For

Regulatory Review

The Scripps experiments yielded exactly the sort of information that is of

interest to the FDA. That was the unrented conclusion of the independent

industry consultants Merck hired in 1997 to assist in preparing an 1ND

application. A6652-55; $7000-0t, 7192, 7325. As FDA regulatory experts,

their job was to assess which data to submit to the FDA, and to prepare

summaries of the data to include in Merck's IND application. A6652-55;

$7192, 7325. These FDA specialists included in their data summaries the

results of all Dr. Cheresh's work with the chicken CAMs and mice on both

EMD-6 and EMD-8 (including its identical twin EMD-12). A6652-55, 10215-

352, 10878-953; $7324-25. They also summarized the in vitro data. A10219,

10257, 10297; $6691-92. By May, 1998, Merck's FDA consultants contacted

the FDA with a view toward reviewing the data. S1206-07, 7906-08; see 21

U.S.C. § 355(b)(4)(B) (encouraging innovators to schedule one or more "pre-

IND meetings" with FDA staffto discuss the research needed and protocols).
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Meanwhile, beginning in October, 1998, Merck met with top officials of

the National Cancer Institute ("NCI") and gave them copies of the data

summaries for its IND application. A6655-59, 10954-58; $6699-700. Based on

those submissions, the NCI undertook both to shepherd Merck's drug--in the

form ofEMD-12--through the FDA's IND process, and to conduct the clinical

trials itself. A6655-59; $6699-700. In other words, the federal government's

leading cancer experts made the independent judgment that the Scripps-Merck

collaboration had produced exactly the sort of data that would persuade the FDA

to permit clinical trials to proceed.

The jury did not learn whether an IND application was ever filed or

whether clinical trials started in the United States. The trial evidence does

reflect that Merck filed a request to commence clinical trials on cancer patients

in Europe in 1997. A6389-91; $7329. That application was approved, and

those clinical trials are under way. A6389-91; S1285-86, 7329.

The record also reflects what happened on the parallel track with the

analogous antibody Dr. Cheresh developed. As of May, 1994, Scripps had

licensed the antibody to a small biotech company called Ixsys, in return for its

commitment to fund the preclinical research with the antibody. A7162; S1226-

28. Like Merck, Ixsys enlisted Dr. Cheresh to supervise studies on efficacy,

mechanism of action, pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, and toxicity, A7162-71,
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but reserved for itself the responsibility to handle the safety studies under GLP

conditions, A7171. Ixsys, of course, had every incentive to avoid expensive

studies that would have no bearing on FDA approval. Yet, there is no dispute

that in its effort to secure FDA approval to proceed with its antibody, Ixsys

sponsored essentially the same experiments that Dr. Cheresh had conducted with

the Merck peptides, generating the same sorts of in vitro data and animal data

using chicken CAMs and mice. A7166-71, 11165-68; $8226-50. Nor is there

any dispute that when Ixsys submitted its IND application on the antibody, it

included data from all those experiments. A7170-71, 11165-68; $8248. The

FDA approved the Ixsys IND application in 1997, and cleared the way for

clinical trials. A7170-71; $8247-50.

This was no coincidence. Long before the IND application was filed, the

Scripps researchers had met with FDA officials for advice on what studies

would be helpful to its review of this sort of drug. A7162-68; $7288-90. The

conversations, which began as early as 1996, $7288-89, broadly addressed anti-

angiogenic therapies based both on Ixsys' antibody and on Merck's peptides,

A7164-66. And Dr. Cheresh fully understood that the requirements for FDA

approval of the antibody and EMD peptides would be very similar, since the two

drug candidates shared the same mechanism and effect. A7164-71; $7275-77.
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Integra Sues, Alleging Patent Infringement

In July, 1996, Telios Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ("Telios") and the Burnham

Institute sued Merck, Scripps, and Dr. Cheresh, alleging that the collaboration

violated their patents. Integra, which had purchased Telios in a bankruptcy sale,

$6835, joined the suit shortly thereafter. The plaintiffs (which are collectively

referred to as "Integra") asserted patents that revolved around "RGD peptides"

that bound especially well to certain cell surface receptors. A5445, 10543. An

RGD peptide is a sequence of three amino acids represented by the symbols R,

G, and D. A5445; $5210-13. The patents covered the vast genus of compounds

that might include this RGD sequence and various uses of such compounds in

living systems. A331-64.

Merck's peptides did, indeed, include that trio of amino acids. A10543-

46; $5865-66. Integra did not allege that Merck was marketing an infringing

product, but only that Merck was inducing Scripps to infringe the patents by

sponsoring the accused experiments. A889-96. In fact, there was no way Merck

could have brought its drug to market before the patents expired (between 2003

and 2006). A331-64. Merck had projected going to market no earlier than

2005, S 1285, 6513, and by trial it was clear that the early projections were too

optimistic, $7908-09.
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Merck Invokes The FDA Exemption

Merck invoked the FDA exemption in its defense. See 35 U.S.C.

§ 271(e)(1). In its instructions to the jury, the District Court correctly defined

the FDA exemption as requiring Merck to "prove ... that it would be objectively

reasonable ... to believe that there was a decent prospect that the accused

activities would contribute, relatively directly, to the generation of the kinds of

information that are likely to be relevant in the processes by which the FDA

would decide whether to approve the product in question." A127. But instead

of directing the jury to decide whether each experiment fell within the safe

harbor, the verdict form directed the jury to reject the defense entirely if it found

that any one experiment fell outside the safe harbor. A171 (verdict form asking

whether Merck proved "that all of accused activities are covered by the FDA

Exemption"); see $8912-15 (colloquy about Merck's objections to verdict

form).

i

Beyond that, the District Court also rejected Merck's request for several

clarifying instructions that would have focused the jury on legally relevant

Merck asked the court to instruct the jury on each of the followingconcerns.

points:

"[I]t will not always be clear to parties setting out to seek FDA

approval for their new drug product exactly which kinds of

information, and in what quantities, it will take to win the FDA's

approval. Thus, under the FDA Exemption, parties have some latitude
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in making judgments about the nature and extent of the activities they

engage in as they seek to develop information to satisfy the FDA."
$644, 756.

"[F]or the FDA Exemption to apply, the defendants do not need to

show that the information gathered from a particular activity ... was
necessary to obtain FDA approval." $644, 756.

"The FDA Exemption allows a party claiming the exemption to use the

data from experiments for more than just FDA approval. Therefore, it

is not necessary for the defendants to show that the accused activities

had no other potential or actual uses, or that they had no other value to

the defendants. As long as the challenged activities are reasonably
related to obtaining FDA approval, alternative (or additional) uses for

the activities are irrelevant to the application of the FDA Exemption."
$645, 757.

The court rejected each request. $750-57, 8648, 8652-54.

The Summation

Integra's summation to the jury on the FDA exemption revolved around

three main points, all of which the Supreme Court has now rejected. First and

foremost, based upon the testimony of purported FDA expert Gerald Meyer,

Integra argued at every turn that upon considering an IND, "safety at that point

is the overriding, almost the only concern, of the FDA .... And Mr. Meyer

emphasized over and over again how safety is the paramount thing, and what

they want are sponsors to submit information about why this is safe." A8724. 2

2 Merck unsuccessfully sought to exclude Mr. Meyer's testimony as

irrelevant and unreliable under a proper interpretation of the FDA exemption.
See $633-37.
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"Efficacy, as such, is not considered at that stage. Mechanism of action, same

thing. The touchstone is safety." A8731-32; A8359-60 ("At the time of the

1ND stage, there is no information about efficacy in man."); see also $8837-38

("efficacy and mechanism of action.., remember what Mr. Meyer told you

about that? He said that that's not the concern of the FDA at the initial stages");

$8838 ("It has to relate to safety."); $8839 ("there is no interest in efficacy and

of action and mechanism as such"); S8841("It's clearly safety that the FDA is

concerned about and there is no link here.").

Second, Integra argued, erroneously, that only particular sorts of evidence

are relevant to the FDA. Invoking Mr. Meyer, again, Integra argued that the

FDA is not interested in experiments, directed at any subject, unless they were

performed under GLP conditions. $8842 ("Mr. Meyer's testimony [was] that

reviewers very often require ... GLP data on all of it"); id. ("Would somebody

trying to sponsor a new drug ... be really reasonable in utterly disregarding GLP

requirements?"). It also emphasized Mr. Meyer's testimony that the

experiments "have to be on animals where there is an established correlation

between those animals and human safety ... and this is well established FDA

policy." A8724-25. As to the chicken CAM data, in particular, Integra argued,

"[t]here has been no showing here that there is any body of studies or there is

any precedent for basic safety on chick CAM assays." A8729. "You haven't
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seen any evidence that shows a tie in relating the kind of experiments that Dr.

Cheresh and his folks were doing at Scripps with human safety." A8728-29.

Integra made no such argument asto the various experiments on mice and

rabbits.

Third, Integra advanced the now-refuted theory that the exemption applies

only after a drag innovator has made a final product selection: "[I]t's very

important that, at the time of these experiments[,] ... there was no product in

question." A8723. Integra emphasized that "Dr. Cheresh testified over and over

and over again that what Scripps was doing was helping Merck look for the best

compound. He's helping [them] figure out which one to go to." A8726; see

$8844 ("Dr. Cheresh himself said that, at least four or five times, in the course

of the trial, that they were trying to identify the best drug candidate. They

weren't focused on FDA data approval for a particular drug."). "And ... the

FDA doesn't care whether you have the best compound." A8732; see $8843

("There really needs to be a focus on a product before you go to the FDA. And

there wasn't here. There was no product selected.").

Integra tried to impeach the credibility of some of Merck's witnesses, but

Integra never so much as suggested to the jury that (1) it was unreasonable to

cast an eye toward the FDA from the moment Dr. Cheresh discovered he could

shrink tumors in mice; or (2) the Scripps experiments were not reasonably
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directed at generating information on efficacy, mechanism of action,

pharmacology, or pharmacokinetics.

The Jury Verdict And JMOL Ruling

Armed with the barebones instructions, the erroneous verdict sheet, and

Integra's inappropriate argument, the jury rejected the FDA exemption. A171,

8948. But there is no way to tell whether the jury concluded that all the

experiments fell outside the FDA safe harbor, just some experiments, or only

one experiment. A171, 8948.

Merck renewed its defense under the FDA exemption in a post-verdict

motion for JMOL. $873-75. The District Court denied the motion. A33-35.

Even though the court had earlier opined that "much of the evidence at trial

established that the accused experiments generated the types of information that

are submitted to the FDA," $867, it repeated its view that there were disputed

issues of fact. A34-35; see also A28-32 (rejecting motion for new trial on same

issue). Specifically, the District Court gave the following grounds for upholding

the verdict, grounds that echoed Integra's erroneous summation:

• "Plaintiffs' FDA expert, Gerald Meyer, explained that the purpose of
an IND is to provide the FDA with substantiation of safety before a

drug is given to humans, and that animal data from a species is used to
substantiate safety before the drug is given to humans." A34

(emphasis added).
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"Merck's witnesses testified that toxicology studies must be carried out

in accordance with Good Laboratory Practices (GLP)," but the Scripps

laboratories "did not comply with GLP." Id. (emphasis added).

"Merck's witness ... admitted that Merck's infringing activity"----

specifically, "comparing RGD peptides and nonpeptide inhibitors"--

was not "necessary to carry out the preclinical work required for the

development project on EMD 121974 and 85189." A34-35.

Based only upon these defective premises, the District Court concluded that the

jury was entitled to "disregard as not credible Dr. Cheresh's testimony that the

infringing experiments performed at Scripps were done for FDA purposes," and

"that Merck, and not Dr. Cheresh or any other Scripps scientist, was responsible

for conducting FDA related experiments." A35.

ARGUMENT

THE ACCUSED EXPERIMENTS WERE ALL EXEMPT AS A MATTER

OF LAW, BECAUSE EACH WAS PERFORMED AFTER MERCK
KNEW THAT ITS DRUG CANDIDATE COULD SHRINK TUMORS IN

ANIMALS AND EACH WAS DIRECTED AT PRODUCING

INFORMATION THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN RELEVANT TO THE

FDA.

AI The Supreme Court Has Rejected The Three Primary Grounds

The District Court Invoked For Upholding The Verdict.

The Supreme Court methodically rejected each of the three props on

which the District Court rested its denial of JMOL. First, the Supreme Court

rejected the notion that the jury was entitled to credit testimony "that the

purpose of an 1ND application is to provide the FDA with substantiation of

safety before a drug is given to humans." A34. The Court declared: "We do
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not understand the FDA's interest in information gathered in preclinical studies

to be so constrained." 125 S. Ct. at 2381 [$73]. "To the contrary, the FDA

requires that applicants include in an IND summaries of the pharmacological,

toxicological, pharmacokinetic, and biological qualities of the drug in animals."

Id. [$73] (citing 21 C.F.R. § 312.23(a)(5)). The Court added: "[T]he FDA

directs that an IND must provide sufficient information for the investigator to

'make his/her own unbiased risk-benefit assessment of the appropriateness of

the proposed trial,'" which "necessarily includes preclinical studies of a drug' s

efficacy in achieving particular results." Id. [$73] (citation omitted).

Second, the Court rejected the proposition that the jury could have

credited "witnesses [who] testified that toxicology studies must be carried out in

accordance with Good Laboratory Practices (GLP)." A34. The Court

responded: "This argument fails for at least two reasons." 125 S. Ct. at 2382

[$74]. It explained (1) that GLP "regulations do not apply to preclinical studies

of a drug's efficacy, mechanism of action, pharmacology, or pharmacokinetics";

and (2) that "FDA regulations do not provide that even safety-related

experiments not conducted in compliance with good laboratory practices

regulations are not suitable for submission in an IND." Id. [$74].

Third, the Supreme Court rejected any notion that the touchstone for the

FDA exemption is whether comparative experiments are "necessary to carry out
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the preclinical work required for the development project on" the specific drug

that ends up being the subject of an IND application. A34-35. As a threshold

matter, the Court observed that the key question is whether "there is a

reasonable basis for believing that the experiments will produce 'the types of

information that are relevant to an IND or NDA,'" not whether they are

"necessary," for, as the Court observed, the FDA regulations mandate very little,

relegating to the drug sponsor's discretion the decision on exactly what sorts of

evidence to generate. 125 S. Ct. at 2383 [$75-76] (emphasis added; citation

omitted) (citing 21 C.F.R. § 312.22(b)). More specifically, the Court explained

that the appropriate focus is not on the drug that happens to become the subject

of the eventual IND application, but on the prospect that the experiment, "if

successful," could yield data that would be of interest to the FDA. Id. at 2382-

83 [$74-75]. To exclude these experiments, as the District Court did,

"disregards the reality that, even at late stages in the development of a new drug,

scientific testing is a process of trial and error." Id. at 2382 [$74]. "Properly

construed, § 271(e)(1) leaves adequate space for experimentation and failure on

the road to regulatory approval." Id at 2383 [$75]. The Court explained:

To construe § 271(e)(1) ... not to protect research conducted on

patented compounds for which an IND is not ultimately filed is

effectively to limit assurance of exemption to the activities

necessary to seek approval of a generic drug: One can know at the

outset that a particular compound will be the subject of an eventual

application to the FDA only if the active ingredient in the drug
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being tested is identical to that in a drug that has already been
approved.

Id. [$75].

In short, if Integra is to defend the verdict it must be on some basis other

than the three the District Court invoked.

Ul The FDA Exemption Entails a Two-Pronged Inquiry That

Accords Great Deference To The Drug Innovator's Judgments
On What Research To Perform.

The Supreme Court has refined the standard to be applied under the FDA

exemption into a two-pronged inquiry:

At least where a drugmaker has a reasonable basis for believing that

[1] a patented compound may work, through a particular biological

process, to produce a particular physiological effect, and [2] uses

the compound in research that, if successful, would be appropriate

to include in a submission to the FDA, that use is "reasonably

related" to the "development and submission of information under
... Federal law."

125 S. Ct. at 2383 [$75].

The first prong of the analysis--a temporal prong--assesses how far the

drugmaker has progressed in amassing data by the point at which it conducts the

experiment in question. The question is whether a scientist who knows what the

Scripps scientists knew at that point would be reasonable in concluding that the

"patented compound may work, through a particular biological process, to

produce a particular physiological effect." Id. [$75] (emphasis added).
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Just because the drugmaker has reached that critical point in the drug

development trajectory does not, of course, immunize every use it might

conceivably make of the patented compound. The only research that is

protected is "research that, if successful, would be appropriate to include in a

submission to the FDA." Id. [$75]. Any other use of the patented compound is

impermissible. The question, then, under this second, substantive prong is

whether it would be reasonable for a scientist about to perform the experiment to

"belier[e] that the experiment[] will produce 'the types of information that are

relevant to an IND.'" Id. at 2383-84 [$75-76].

Since this is an appeal from the denial of JMOL, the question before this

Court is not how this Court would resolve the two prongs in the first instance,

but rather whether, as to each experiment, the evidence would allow a

reasonable juror assessing these questions to rule against Merck. Ordinarily,

this question would be viewed through a lens of deference to the jury's verdict.

But deference is of no value here, because the jury did not decide any such

thing. The verdict sheet did not direct the jury to assess each "use"--/.e., each

experiment---or even to assess each category of experiments. Rather, over

Merck's objection, $764, it directed the jury to reject the FDA exemption as to

all experiments so long as any one of the 180 accused experiments fell outside

the safe harbor. See A171. The most that can be gleaned from the verdict, then,
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is that the jury found one experiment outside the safe harbor. Even that limited

conclusion is entitled to no deference, because the jury deliberated and reached a

verdict based upon "expert" testimony and arguments that, as the Supreme Court

has now held, were impermissible as a matter of law, and based upon

instructions that (again, over Merck's objection) failed to cabin the jury's

decisionmaking appropriately.

In fact, as the Supreme Court understood, Congress adopted a standard

that was, necessarily, deferential to the drugmaker. The Court underscored that

the FDA exemption needs to be "construed [to] leave[] adequate space for

experimentation and failure on the road to regulatory approval." 125 S. Ct. at

2383 [$75]. "One can[not] know at the outset that a particular compound will

be the subject of an eventual application to the FDA," and "' [i]t will not always

be clear to parties setting out to seek FDA approval for their new product

exactly which kinds of information, and in what quantities, it will take to win

that agency's approval.'" Id. [$75] (quoting Intermedics, Inc. v. Ventritex, Inc.,

775 F. Supp. 1269, 1280 (N.D. Cal. 1991), aft'd, 991 F.2d 808 (Fed. Cir. 1993)).

Thus, while Integra has correctly pointed out that Congress "eschewed a bright

line test," S 178, it is equally plain that that the "reasonable relationship test" is a

deferential test purposely chosen to narrow any gray zone. As the Supreme

Court has held time and again, whether a reasonableness standard is applied to
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government conduct or private conduct, the touchstone is that the conduct in

question must be sustained unless it was arbitrary or capricious. 3 Any less

protection would scuttle Congress' goal to speed promising therapies to market

as soon after patent expiration as possible. If a researcher generating data about

a promising therapy cannot be sure ex ante whether the next experiment he is

poised to perform will subject him to treble damages at the whim of an

unpredictable jury, he will desist. As the Supreme Court evidently appreciated,

whether assessing the temporal prong or the substantive prong of the FDA

3 See Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78, 89 (1987) (a decision fails the

reasonable relationship test only if it is "arbitrary or irrational"). The Supreme

Court has applied the reasonable relationship test in countless contexts and in
each the touchstone is deference to the decisionmaker. See, e.g., Marquez v.

Screen Actors Guild, Inc., 525 U.S. 33, 45-46 (1998) ( "This wide range of

reasonableness gives the union room to make discretionary decisions and
choices, even if those judgments are ultimately wrong."); Air Line Pilots Ass %

Int'l v. 0 'Neill, 499 U.S. 65, 78 (1991) (a labor union breaches its duty of fair

representation only if its action is "so far outside a wide range of reasonableness

... that it is wholly 'irrational' or 'arbitrary'"); Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v.
Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260, 273 (1988) (students' First Amendment rights may be

restricted if the restrictions are "reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical

concerns"); Turner, 482 U.S. at 89 (restrictions on prisoners' First Amendment

rights are permissible if the restrictions are "reasonably related to legitimate

penalogical concerns"); Mass. v. United States, 435 U.S. 444, 461-62 (1978)

(conditions imposed in Spending Clause legislation are constitutional if they are
"reasonably related" to the purposes of the spending); Complete Auto Transit,

lnc. v. Brady, 430 U.S. 274, 286-87 (1978) (tax on interstate commerce is lawful
if it is "reasonably related" to the taxpayer's presence or activities in the state);

Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 20 (1968) (search is lawful if it is "reasonably related

in scope to the circumstances which justified the stop").
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exemption, courts must be especially vigilant to scrutinize claimed material

issues of fact lest pseudoscience and hired "experts" swallow all the benefits of

the immunity. See Nexell Therapeutics, Inc. v. AmCell Corp., 199 F. Supp. 2d

197, 204 (D. Del. 2002).

C. The Accused Experiments All Satisfied the Supreme Court's

Two-Pronged Test.

1. Once Merck's peptide shrank tumors in animals, it was

objectively reasonable to view the FDA as an audience for

the subsequent drug development activities.

Merck's peptide shrank tumors in animals.

Merck and Scripps knew that before Scripps performed the first accused

experiment that is now before this Court. They also knew exactly how the

peptide caused this remarkable effect: by blocking a known target (the av[33

receptor on the surface of proliferating cells on growing blood vessels) through a

known mechanism (by stunting angiogenesis, thereby cutting offthe blood

supply to a rumor, starving it, and making it shrink). They knew all of this five

months before the first of the accused experiments and more than three years

before the last. A10353-89, 10845-48. It is, then, quite an understatement to

say that Dr. Cheresh and his colleagues at Scripps conducted every one of the

experiments in question after the point at which it was objectively reasonable to

believe that the RGD peptides and their analogs "may work, through a particular

biological process, to produce a particular physiological effect." 125 S. Ct. at
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2383 [$75] (emphasis added). They knew the peptides did "work"; they knew

exactly what "particular physiological effect" the peptides "produce[d]"; and

they had pinned down the "particular biological process."

Integra has repeatedly conceded the temporal prong, as reframed by the

Supreme Court, by acknowledging that: (1) by "April 1994 ... Dr. Cheresh

demonstrated that blocking the a_133receptor would inhibit angiogenesis in

tumors, depriving them of the blood supply they need to grow," S 161; see $465;

(2) "It]his discovery showed that... RGD peptides ... could be used as a drug

therapy that inhibits the growth of solid tumors," S 161; and (3) Integra, itself,

appreciated then that "Scripps' work had passed beyond the basic research stage

and had advanced to the point where commercial drug possibilities were being

explored," S 163; see $465 (when Merck learned of this discovery, "Merck

realized the enormous commercial potential of Dr. Cheresh's discovery in

treating cancer" and other diseases related to abnormal blood vessel growth).

Thus, all agree about this much: By the time Scripps performed the first

accused experiment, in August, 1994, Merck was interested in using an RGD

peptide or analog as a cancer drug, and had every reason to be hopeful about the

prospect of succeeding.

This does not necessarily mean that Merck knew, immediately upon

discovering EMD-6's effects on tumors, that EMD-6 would be the exact
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compound it would bring to clinical trials, with no further tweaking. Nor,

obviously, did it mean that the evidence in support of EMD-6 was so definitive

that Merck knew for sure it could treat cancer in humans, and all other diseases

involving abnormal blood vessel growth, and was ready to shut down all

research on parallel tracks. The FDA exemption demands no such certitude. As

noted above, the Supreme Court underscored "the reality that, even at late stages

in the development of a new drug, scientific testing is a process of trial and

error." 125 S. Ct. at 2382 [S74]. "In the vast majority of cases," the Court

observed, neither the drugmaker nor its scientists have any way of knowing

whether an initially promising candidate will prove successful over the battery

of experiments. That is the reason they conduct the experiments." Id. [$74].

The FDA exemption afforded Merck the latitude to conduct experiments not just

on ElVID-6, but also on any analog a scientist might reasonably believe could

yield the same effects. As the Supreme Court has made clear, the protection of

the FDA exemption does not evaporate just because the drug sponsor continues

to explore alternative drug candidates in parallel with the lead compound. When

it comes to testing analogs, the question is whether it is reasonable to believe the

compound "may work," or whether "there is a reasonable basis for believing

that" if so, "the experiments will produce 'the types of information that are
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relevant to an IND.'" Id. at 2383-84 [$75-76] (emphasis added; citation

omitted).

The experiments Scripps performed on analogs fell squarely within this

safe harbor for two reasons. First, every comparison sheds light on the relative

effectiveness and safety of the lead drug candidate. As the Government

explained to the Supreme Court, in balancing risks against benefits, it is quite

relevant to the FDA whether the drug sponsor is moving into clinical trials with

the candidate that is both safest and most effective. See $262, 268-71; see also

$6801-02. Any reasonable drug innovator does that before committing to a

course to administer a drug to human subjects, in the interest of avoiding future

Vioxx or Thalidomide debacles.

More importantly, the data will be submitted to the FDA if the competing

drug candidate proves to be superior. As the Supreme Court has explained, so

long as it would be reasonable for a scientist to believe that an alternative

structure "may" prove superior, if the experiment succeeds, the FDA exemption

immunizes the experiment. Obviously, it was reasonable to think that EMD-8

and EMD-12 might work, as EMD-6 did, because they were virtually identical,

with the active ingredient differing by exactly three atoms. Compare A10544

(molecular structure of EMD-6) with A10546 (EMD-8) and A10545 (EMD-12).

Moreover, the alternative structure had already been shown to have similar
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activity in vitro. A6678. It was every bit as reasonable to hypothesize that the

mimetics could yield the same physiological results, since they were designed to

look and behave like the lead drug. A5560, 6045-46. In short, if, as is

demonstrated above, the research on the lead compound had progressed to the

point where it was reasonable to begin generating data with an eye toward the

FDA approval process, see supra at 34-36, then it must have been reasonable to

generate the same sorts of data on the various analogs with the same regulatory

audience in mind.

Integra has never suggested otherwise, much less adduced evidence to

believe that it was unreasonable to consider the various analogs as potential drug

candidates that would target the same receptor to yield the same physiological

effect. To the contrary, Integra' s position throughout the case has been that

Merck had every reason to believe that one or another of these analogs would

prove to be even better than EMD-6. See S 184 (emphasizing testimony that

Scripps was "really searching for an ideal drug candidate") (internal quotation

marks omitted; emphasis added). Integra's position has been that the prospects

of success were so great that Merck would have been prepared to pay Integra

millions of dollars for a license to test that hypothesis. See $163,470. No

reasonable juror could have concluded that it would have been unreasonable to

consider the FDA an audience for relevant research on EMD-6 and its analogs,
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where there was no evidence to support the view and Integra argued the

opposite.

2. The Scripps experiments were relevant to an IND

application, because it was undisputed that each related

to efficacy, mechanism of action, pharmacology, or

pharmacokinetics, all of which are of interest to the FDA
as a matter of law.

The Supreme Court has also clarified the substantive prong of the inquiry.

As noted above, the Supreme Court held, as a matter of law, that "efficacy,

mechanism of action, pharmacokinetics, and pharmacology" are all of great

interest to the FDA in considering an IND application, in addition to safety. 125

S. Ct. at 2381 [$73]. Thus, so long as it would be reasonable for a scientist to

believe a particular accused experiment would yield information on one or more

of these relevant topics, that experiment is immunized. Conversely, if it would

be unreasonable for a jury to conclude otherwise, JMOL must be granted.

No reasonable juror could possibly have drawn that contrary conclusion

as to any one of the experiments, much less as to all of them. There has never

been any dispute that the experiments in question developed information on one

or more of these topics. See A6721-25, 6990-99, 7175-92, 11001-03; $6959-62.

This Court acknowledged as much when it recited, as undisputed fact, that the

purpose of the experiments was "to evaluate the specificity, efficacy, and

toxicity of [the several analogs] for various diseases, to explain the mechanism
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by which these drug candidates work, and to determine which candidates were

effective and safe enough to warrant testing in humans." 331 F.3d at 863 [$31].

The Supreme Court confirmed that conclusion, observing that "[t]hese

experiments ... were designed to evaluate the suitability of each of the peptides

as potential drug candidates .... Accordingly, the tests measured the efficacy,

specificity, and toxicity of the particular peptides as angiogenesis inhibitors, and

evaluated their mechanism of action and pharmacokinetics in animals." 125 S.

Ct. at 2378 [$70]. To observe, as this Court and the Supreme Court did, that

"these tests assessed the action of the [Merck drugs], including the

histopathology [i.e., its effect on diseased tissue], toxicology, circulation,

diffusion, and half-life [the rate of elimination] ... in the bloodstream," and

"examined the proper mode of administering the [drugs] for optimum

therapeutic effect," 331 F.3d at 863 [$31-32], is to recognize that these

experiments had to have been "reasonably related to the development and

submission of information" in connection with an IND application. Any

reasonable drug innovator would undertake this sort of research in anticipation

of an IND application. See $7371-75, 7415-17, 8279-86.

This Court and the Supreme Court grounded these conclusions in the

uncontroverted evidence. The jury confronted evidence from ten witnesses

attesting to the relevance of all experiments to these various topics. According
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to these witnesses, every single one of the experiments was directed at

generating information on one or more of the following topics, completely apart

from safety: efficacy, mechanism of action, pharmacology, and

pharmacokinetics.

Dr. Cheresh painstakingly described all 11 categories of accused

experiments he supervised. A7176-92, 11001-03; S1098-1100, 7175. As

Appendix A to this brief illustrates, he testified that some of the experiments

yielded evidence relevant to safety, but every single one of them was relevant

also to efficacy, mechanism of action, pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, or

some combination of those four. Dr. Cheresh performed some experiments in

test tubes--cell adhesion assays, for example---to ascertain how (and how well)

the Merck peptides interacted with the key biological molecules in blood vessels

that are known to be associated with angiogenesis. A7177, 7181-82, 7185-86.

He explained that these experiments bore a direct relationship to evaluating how

effective the drug candidate would be in achieving its desired effect (efficacy)

and exactly how it worked (mechanism of action). A7177-91.

After 1995, the Scripps experiments focused almost exclusively on

creating a diseased condition in an animal and then demonstrating how

profoundly the Merck peptide (and mimetics) would impact the disease.

A 11001-03; S 1098-100; see generally S 1231-83. Of those animal experiments,
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most involved administering varying doses of the peptide (and mimetics) to

developing chicken embryos, and measuring with greater specificity the effect

on blood vessel formation. A7178-79, 11001-03; S1098-1100, 1231-83. Dr.

Cheresh explained that these experiments were critical to demonstrating

efficacy, mechanism of action, and pharmacokinetics. A7178-79. Similarly, Dr.

Cheresh administered the drugs in mice to observe their effect on blood vessel

development and tumors. A7188-91, 11001-03; S1098-1100. For example, Dr.

Cheresh used mice whose immune systems had been altered so that they would

not reject foreign tissue. A7189-90. He transplanted human skin onto the mice

and then injected cancer cells into the human tissue to cause a rumor to grow.

Id. Then, he treated the mice with the Merck peptides to evaluate how well they

halted, and, indeed, reversed, tumor growth. A7190. According to Dr. Cheresh,

every single one of these experiments was relevant to efficacy, mechanism of

action, pharmacology, or pharmacokinetics (or some combination of these).

A7188-91, 11001-03; S1098-1100.

Beyond these topics, Dr. Cheresh also testified that several categories of

experiments shed light on safety by ruling out signals that a drug might be

unsafe, e.g., A7177, 7179, 7184-85, 7187, 7190. Dr. Cheresh testified, for

example, that one reason to conduct certain in vitro binding assays was to ensure

that the peptides targeted the right receptor without doing mischief with other
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receptors. A7177 ("For example, if it inhibits the 2-B-beta-3 receptor and you

inject it into a patient, they ... could bleed to death."). Notably, however, not a

single experiment was justified on that basis alone. A6990-99, 7162-92, 11001-

03; S1098-1100; see also $6766-68 (Brooks); A6721-24 (Storgard); S 8241-45

(Houston); Appendix A.

Integra did not challenge Dr. Cheresh's scientific judgment that these

experiments could reasonably be expected to yield--and, indeed, did yield--

evidence relevant to the topics he described. Integra limited its cross-

examination to the extent of Dr. Cheresh's familiarity with FDA procedures and

interests, $7273-78 and his laboratory's lack of GLP certification, S7287-93--

both topics on which the Supreme Court has furnished the authoritative answer.

Dr. Cheresh's testimony was reinforced by the testimony of several other

scientists. Dr. Peter Brooks was the one who conducted the chicken CAM

experiments and some categories of mouse experiments Dr. Cheresh covered in

his testimony. $6758-62, 6766-69. He confirmed Dr. Cheresh's view that these

experiments were directed at evaluating the effects of Merck's drug candidate

on tumor growth, and specifically that they yielded data on efficacy, mechanism

of action, pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, or a combination of those subjects.

See $6766-68. Integra did not challenge Dr. Brooks in any way. $6779-89,

6794-97.
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The rest of the accused experiments--seven additional categories--were

performed by two other Scripps scientists, Drs. Martin Friedlander and Chris

Storgard. They testified that these experiments, too, were directed at evaluating

the effects of Merck's drug candidate on blood vessel proliferation. Dr.

Friedlander designed a study in which he induced proliferation of blood vessels

in the retina of a mouse and then injected the Merck peptides subcutaneously to

reverse the proliferation. A6995-99; $6960-62. Dr. Storgard artificially

induced blood vessel proliferation in the knees of mice and rabbits, and

evaluated the impact of Merck's drug candidate. A6721-25. Both testified that

their experiments, too, were designed to mimic diseased states in animals, and

then to generate information about the drug candidate's efficacy, mechanism of

action, pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, or some combination of those subjects.

See A6990-99 (Friedlander); A6721-26 (Storgard); $6981-83 (Friedlander).

Integra did not cross-examine either of them on these conclusions. It made no

effort to impeach Dr. Storgard in any way. $6728-30. And it tried to impeach

Dr. Friedlander only on the veracity of his view (which the Supreme Court has

since confirmed) that his experiments did not require GLP certification. $7006-

07, 7015-16.

Apart from the Scripps scientists who actually performed the experiments,

a veritable parade of non-party consultants and/or experts testified that these
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experiments were relevant to efficacy, mechanism of action, pharmacology,

pharmacokinetics, or some combination of these topics:

Dr. Linc Bynum, an FDA regulatory expert with expertise designing
and amassing the data to justify clinical trials, had reviewed the

protocols and results of the accused experiments. He agreed they were

relevant to those four subjects, and consequently that they were

relevant to the FDA. A7366; $7416-17. Integra cross-examined him

about whether the FDA cares about efficacy at the IND stage--a

question the Supreme Court has answered--but did not ask a single

question challenging his conclusions about what these experiments
demonstrated. A7432-33.

Dr. L.L. Houston, a research scientist and consukant who assisted

Ixsys in the preparation of its IND application for approval to

administer an antibody in cancer clinical trials, offered his independent

assessment that the Scripps experiments were "a vital piece" of the

Ixsys IND. $8236. Specifically, the in vitro binding data, cell

migration assays, CAM assays, rabbit comeal assay, and mouse

experiments provided data that went "to the heart of the mechanism by

which [the Ixsys antibody drug] might work." $8240-44. Integra did

not cross-examine him on this subject. There was no dispute that the

experiments were identical to the accused experiments in all respects,

except for the identity of the drug being studied. A7167-68.

Robert Armitage, an expert on FDA regulatory requirements, testified
(through a deposition admitted into evidence) that "the CAM test and

all the [other Scripps] tests" were relevant to the FDA because they

"were designed to understand the basis upon which the cyclic peptide

compounds might have application to human medicine." $8270.

Integra did not challenge him on this conclusion.

Three Merck scientists corroborated the conclusions of the independent

experts and the Scripps scientists.

Dr. Ulrike Grimm, Merck's Project Manager for the cancer program,

was the official responsible for shepherding the drug candidate through

clinical trials. $7899-900. She testified that the data generated at
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Scripps prior to 1997, demonstrating efficacy of EMD-6 and EMD-8,
was "absolutely necessary, because it has clearly shown us the effect of
the substance." $7902 (emphasis added). She further confirmed that

EMD-8 and EMD- 12 are equivalent chemical compositions, $7901-02,

verified that Merck hired several FDA consultants in 1997 to guide the

filing of an IND application with respect to the cancer drug candidate,

$7906-07, and explained why it was essential to include the Scripps

data concerning all of the Merck peptides in the Investigator's

Brochure for the ultimate drug candidate, $7910-11. Integra did not

cross-examine her on any of these topics.

Dr. Simon Goodman, a Merck senior scientist and Scripps

collaborator, $6633, explained that Dr. Cheresh's in vitro data were

appropriate for inclusion in the reports, drafted for the FDA, because

"it's necessary that the substances which are tested there are shown to

be active on these integrins." A6692. Dr. Goodman further testified

about the meetings with the NCI and provision of data developed at

Scripps to that agency, for purposes of deciding on human clinical

trials. $6656-57, 6998-700. He also confirmed that Merck used the

comparative studies at Scripps to determine which of the three

candidates to move forward through clinical development. A6678.

Integra did not cross-examine him on these subjects.

Dr. Albrecht Luckenbach, a senior Merck executive who had initially

contacted Dr. Cheresh and coordinated the Merck-Scripps

collaboration, $7474-79, testified that the goal of the 1995 agreement

with Scripps was to commence cancer clinical trials within three years

and that the two institutions divided the preclinical research

accordingly. $7486-87. He further explained that many of the Scripps

experiments produced data relevant to pharmacokinetics because they

generated blood samples from relevant animal models. $7487.

Specifically, the Scripps scientists would administer the drug

candidates to animals, draw blood samples at specified time intervals,

and then send the samples to Merck in Germany. Merck tested the

level of the compounds in the blood samples. $7487. Integra

challenged none of this testimony on cross examination.

Undisputed evidence further confirms that all the experiments would be of

interest to the FDA in reviewing an IND application, even though the jury never
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learned whether the NCI submitted one. Not only did an independent consultant

include the data in draft summaries for an IND application, A10215-352, 10878-

953, but third parties with no stake in this caseverified, through their own

conduct, that this information was of exactly the sort that would justify clinical

testing. First, these experiments persuaded the NCI to sponsor the clinical

research and assume the role of preparing the final draft of the IND application

and shepherding it through the FDA. A6655-59, 10954-58. Second, on a

separate track, another drug innovator (Ixsys) made the independent judgment to

sponsor a virtually identical battery of experiments, and to include the results

when it submitted its IND application seeking FDA approval to conduct clinical

trials on a parallel drug (the antibody). A7166-71, 11168; $8236, 8240-44,

8247-50. The FDA's decision to approve that IND application speaks volumes

about the legitimacy and relevance of the data before it. $8248-50.

Integra never introduced a single witness to contradict the uniform view

of Merck's witnesses about the sorts of information these experiments yielded

(as distinguished from the legal conclusion about their relevance to the FDA).

Not a single witness testified that it would have been unreasonable to conduct

these experiments to explore efficacy, mechanism of action, pharmacology, or

pharmacokinetics--or, more precisely, that it would have been unreasonable to
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view any particular experiment as a potential source of information on one or

another of those topics.

To the contrary, the only scientist Integra presented, Dr. Shoukat Dedhar,

testified that the Scripps data showed that Merck's drug candidate inhibited

angiogenesis and tumor formation by disrupting cellular attachment, $6013-40,

corroborating Merck's position that the data proved both efficacy and

mechanism of action. For example, he testified that the chicken CAM

experiments were designed "to test whether the RGD peptide had an effect on

blood vessel growth," and they did indeed demonstrate a "substantial amount of

inhibition or blockage of blood vessel growth with the RGD peptide." $6021-

22. He further explained that these experiments demonstrated how that effect

occurs, i.e., mechanism of action: "by disrupting the interaction of endothelial

cells with the extracellular matrix." $6024; see also $6029. He reached similar

conclusions as to virtually every other category of experiments. See $6029-40.

Integra called only one witness to testify about the applicability of the

FDA exemption. $8337. That was Mr. Meyer, the witness on whom Integra

relied most heavily in its arguments to the jury and the witness the District Court

invoked in sustaining the jury verdict. Mr. Meyer, who is not a scientist, was

presented as an expert on what subjects and what sorts of data interest the FDA

when it reviews an IND application. $8354-57. That is a topic on which the
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Supreme Court has authoritatively opined, contradicting Mr. Meyer's conclusion

that the FDA cares only about safety at that stage and only about data generated

under GLP conditions. Mr. Meyer did not dispute the testimony of Merck's ten

witnesses that every single experiment was relevant to efficacy, mechanism of

action, pharmacology, or pharmacoldnetics (or a combination of these topics).

To the contrary, at least as to the chicken CAM assays--the largest category of

accused experiments--he conceded that they were relevant to efficacy and

mechanism of action. $8466-70.

When it came to the subject matter on which on the experiments were

relevant, the only dispute Mr. Meyer even arguably presented was his view that

certain experiments--the chicken CAM experiments and various in vitro

binding assays--were not useful in "substantiating the safety of a compound to

be submitted for the possibility of evaluating it in man." $8359 (emphasis

added) (cell adhesion assay); see $8358 (chicken CAM assay). From the

context, and from choice of the term "substantiating the safety," it is evident that

Mr. Meyer meant only that the FDA would demand data from mammals before

allowing human clinical studies to proceed, an uncontroversial proposition. But

even if his testimony could be contorted into a sweeping claim the data from

these sources are utterly irrelevant to the FDA's consideration of safety, it would

not suffice to validate the jury verdict. Mr. Meyer did not dispute the testimony
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from several witnesses that several of the other categories of experiments were

relevant to safety. In fact, he agreed that experiments on "mice, rats, hamsters,

and guinea pigs" were relevant to safety. $8357. More importantly, he did not

dispute the testimony that every single one of the experiments bore on one or

more of the other topics on which the accused experiments were justified:

efficacy, mechanism of action, pharmacology, and pharmacokinetics.

Other aspects of Mr. Meyer's testimony have always been the linchpin of

Integra's attack on the FDA exemption. Whether before the jury, before the

District Court, or before this Court, Integra's position, relying on Mr. Meyer,

was to dismiss the fulsome testimony about the relevance of the Scripps

experiments as outside the FDA exemption for two reasons: (1) that safety

alone was relevant to the FDA, and some of the experiments would not have

carried Merck's burden of proving that the drug was safe; and (2) that none of

these studies would be relevant to the FDA in any event because only GLP

studies are relevant. These two propositions were the only bases in which

Integra has ever been able to assert that Scripps was not qualified to undertake

any IND-relevant preclinical studies for lack of GLP certification. See S 186-87

(Supreme Court brief); $480-82 (original brief before this Court). Only based

on these premises could Integra ignore the division of labor to which Merck and

Scripps agreed, and assert that Scripps did not "contribute[] anything to the
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generation of information above and beyond what Merck was preparing to do on

its own." S185; see S484. And only based upon these defective premises could

the District Court conclude that the jury was entitled to "disregard as not

credible Dr. Cheresh's testimony that the infringing experiments performed at

Scripps were done for FDA purposes." A35. Now that the Supreme Court has

rejected both premises definitively, there is no credibility issue left for Integra to

exploit.

D. Integra's Ancillary Arguments To Remove The Safe Harbor's
Protection Are Meritless.

The foregoing analysis disposes of all the grounds on which the District

Court rested its denial of JMOL, and the primary props on which Integra rested

its argument to the jury, and on which it has defended the jury verdict. Beyond

that, Integra has advanced only two other arguments: (1) that the Merck-Scripps

collaboration encompassed more than just drug development; and (2) that some

personnel at Merck or Scripps did not subjectively view all of the Scripps

research as FDA directed. The first is true, but irrelevant. The second is neither

true nor relevant.

1. The experiments did not shed the protection of the FDA

safe harbor just because Scripps and Merck were

simultaneously continuing basic research.

Integra does not dispute that the 1995 agreement---drafted and signed

long before anyone had suggested that Scripps was infringing its patents-called
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upon Scripps to conduct the "necessary experiments to satisfy the biological

bases and regulatory (FDA) requirements for the implementation of clinical

trials," A10106; see $7524-29, with a view to beginning clinical trials within

three years, A10100-01. But Integra tries to lift the protection of the FDA safe

harbor by observing that the same agreement also funded Scripps to conduct

basic research. $466, 484.

Integra is correct about this much: The 1995 agreement confirms that

neither Dr. Cheresh nor Merck lost interest in basic research to cure diseases

upon discovering the therapeutic promise of EMD-6 as a cancer treatment. In

addition to developing information for the FDA, "It]he Merck-funded research

was also designed generally to strengthen the 'scientific foundation' of the basic

approach of blocking the c_133receptor to inhibit angiogenesis in tumors." S162;

see S185.

Obviously, to the extent that Merck funded Scripps to conduct research in

addition to the accused experiments, those activities are irrelevant. So, too, is

any motive Merck or Scripps may have harbored as they were collaborating on

the accused experiments, beyond the motive of generating data for the FDA.

When the statute prescribes that the invention may be "used ... solely for [the]

uses" specified, that means that the invention may not be put to other uses. It

does not mean that the information generated by the accused research may not
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have additional uses--beyond submission to the FDA--nor that the user may

not have additional purposes in generating the information. See Abtox, Inc. v.

Exitron Corp., 122 F.3d 1019, 1030 (Fed. Cir. 1997); Amgen, Inc. v. Hoechst

Marion Roussel, Inc., 3 F. Supp. 2d 104, 107-08 (D. Mass. 1998); $263. If an

experiment is likely to be of interest to the FDA, it does not lose its immunity,

for example, just because it might also advance the basic understanding of how

the disease works. See, e.g., Amgen, 3 F. Supp. 2d at 107-08.

If, as has been demonstrated above, the accused experiments did generate

information of the sort that is relevant to the FDA, the fact that some of them

also may have advanced understanding of the disease does not defeat the safe

harbor's protection. In fact, virtually any effort to refine an understanding on

the (IND-relevant) topics of efficacy, or mechanism of action will "strengthen

the 'scientific foundation' of the basic approach." $6231; see also $6981-83.

2. The experiments did not shed the protection of the FDA

safe harbor because Integra developed an argument that

certain personnel at Merck or Scripps did not

subjectively harbor the view that all the experiments

were relevant to FDA approval.

The overwhelming weight of the evidence confirms that Merck and Dr.

Cheresh believed that the accused experiments were directed toward the FDA.

One need look no further than their correspondence in the immediate aftermath

of the Eureka moment when Dr. Cheresh discovered that Merck's drug cured
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tumors in animals: (1) the June, 1994 letter from Dr. Cheresh opining that "[a]t

this time ... Merck is in a good position to develop peptide based antagonists of

angiogenesis for treatment of cancer," S1200; (2) the December, 1994 letter

memorializing discussions about "a sizable increase in the support of this project

... that would then serve as the basis for potential clinical trials," S1203; (3) the

February, 1995 research proposal (eventually appended to the 1995 agreement)

memorializing their intention that Scripps would "begin testing [EMD-6] ... for

efficacy[,] [p]harmacokinetics and toxicity" and "within the third year clinical

trials will begin," A10100; and (4) the 1995 agreement, ultimately calling for

Scripps to conduct "necessary experiments to satisfy the biological bases and

regulatory (FDA) requirements for the implementation of clinical trials,"

A 10106; $7525. All of this transpired a year or two before Integra's lawsuit

materialized, and the context furnishes further support for the objectively

evident point that Integra has already conceded: Merck had a drug candidate

that was sufficiently promising that further research to establish its suitability for

clinical testing was justified.

But no such proof about subjective intent is necessary. The touchstone

for each prong of the inquiry is whether each experiment was "reasonably

related" to the FDA's regulatory function, which, as this Court has emphasized,

entails an objective inquiry, focused on whether a reasonable researcher aware
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of the facts could consider the FDA a likely audience for the information

generated. See, e.g., Abtox, 122 F.3d at 1030; Intermedics, Inc. v. Ventritex,

lnc., 775 F. Supp. 1269, 1279 (N.D. Cal. 1991), aff'd, 991 F.2d 808 (Fed. Cir.

1993). The statutory standard is not whether the alleged infringer "reasonably

believed" the information was FDA-bound, which would entail both a subjective

and an objective element. As this Court has confirmed, any evidence of

subjective intent is irrelevant to the inquiry. See Abtox, 122 F.3d at 1030 ("As

long as the activity is reasonably related to obtaining FDA approval, [the

party's] intent or alternative uses are irrelevant to its qualification to invoke the

section 271(e)(1) shield."). That is why the Supreme Court focused on whether

"there is a reasonable basis for believing that the experiments will" meet the

statutory criteria, rather than on whether the drugmaker actually harbored that

belief. 125 S. Ct. at 2383-84 [$75-76] (emphasis added). That is the standard

articulated in the jury instruction and embraced by Integra at trial. See A127

(jury instruction asks what "it would be objectively reasonable for a party in

Merck's and Scripps' situation to believe"); $8722 (Integra underscores on

summation that, "It's an objective standard .... So ... testimony about ... a

person's belief.., that's really not at issue here").

Integra, then, cannot challenge an objectively reasonable purpose, as it did

at length in its earlier brief, by trying to create an issue of fact as to whether
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someone at Merck or Scripps might have subjectively harbored a different

purpose. See $485-86. Take, for example, Integra's claim that Dr. Cheresh

once described a portion of the research he was doing as basic laboratory

research. $485. The truth is Dr. Cheresh there was referring to different

experiments--the ones that the District Court deemed immune under the

common law research exemption. See A15068; $7342-46; see also $6224-27.

More importantly, however, any such testimony would be irrelevant to the FDA

exemption anyway. Putting aside the fact, noted above, that FDA-directed

research can advance basic understanding of a drug or a disease, it simply does

not matter what subjective belief Dr. Cheresh harbored. The same goes for

Integra's emphasis of the point that Dr. Friedlander once erroneously believed

that he would need to upgrade his laboratory to GLP status in order to conduct

certain FDA-related research. $485. Now that the Supreme Court has verified

that there was no such requirement (a fact Dr. Friedlander recognized at trial),

the point is irrelevant to application of the objective standard. Similarly, the

testimony of a single Merck scientist who was unfamiliar with the sorts of data

the FDA reviews, see $486, does not change the nature of the experiments

performed or the reality that they were in fact relevant to the FDA.

Integra's cavils underscore exactly why Congress chose an objective

standard. Any lawyer worth his or her salt can find within a drug innovator's
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research team someone who is unfamiliar with the FDA's regulatory regime, or

can construct out of deposition testimony some inconsistency in stated motives,

or can find a document that seems to suggest that a particular experiment has

additional, or other purposes, beyond FDA approval. If these sorts of indicia of

subjective intent were enough to create ajury question, or to sustain a jury

verdict, the FDA exemption would be of little value. The whole point of

tethering an immunity from suit to an objective standard is to assure the drug

innovator and the scientists collaborating with the innovator that they can

proceed with the next experiment without fear that some jury will be looking

over their shoulders in retrospect and, seizing upon testimony they had not yet

materialized or documents they may never have seen, conclude that someone

somewhere harbored the wrong purpose.

CONCLUSION

Now that the Supreme Court has clarified what subjects the FDA is

interested in exploring at the IND stage, it is evident that the experiments in

question all yielded information that was relevant to the FDA. No reasonable

juror could have concluded otherwise. For these reasons, this Court should

grant judgment as a matter of law dismissing Integra's claims of patent

infringement.
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Jurisdictionalrules should be clear:

Whatever the virtue_of the Smith stan-

dard, itisanything but dear. Ante, at

2367 (thestandard "callsfor a 'common-

sense accommodation ofjudgment to[the]

kaleidoscopicsi_ations'thatpresenta fed-

eral issue,in 'a selectiveprocess which

picksthe substantialcausesout ofthe #_eb

and lays the other ones aside'" (quoting

Gully v. First Nat Bank in Meridian, 299"
U.8. 109,117-118, 57 8,121;. 96, 81 L,Ed. 70

(1936))); ante, at 2368 ("IT]he question is,
does a state-law claim necessarily raise a

statedfederalissue,actual_disputedand
substantial,which a federalforum may

entertainwi_out disturbingany congres-

sionallyapproved bvJance'offederaland

state judicialresponsibilities");.ante,at

2370 ("'[D]etexminationsabout federalju-

risdictionrequire sensitive.judgments

about congressionalintent,judicialpower,

and the federalsystem'"; "theabsence of

a federalprivateright of action[is]evi-

dance ,relevantto,but not dispositiveof,

the 'sensitivejudgments about congres-

sionalintent'that§ 1331 requires"(quot-

ingMerrel2 Dew, supra, at 810, 106 S.Ct.

3229)).

Whatever the vices of the American

Well Works rule, it is clear. Moreover, it

accounts for the "_ast m_ority'" of cases
that come within § 1331 under our current

ease law, Merrell Do_ supr_ at 808, 106

S.Ct. 3229 (quoting Franchise To_ Bd. of
CoL _. Con_ruc_m Labor,r8 Vaca_/o_

Trust for South6r_ Ca/.,463 U.S. 1, 9, 103
S.Ct. 2841, 77 L.Ed,qd 420 (1983))---fur-

ther indication that trying to sort out
which cases fall within'the smaller Smith

category may not be worth the effort it
entails. See R. Fallen, D. Meltzer, & D.

"It]hedistrictcourtsshah haveoriginaljuris-
dictionof all civil actions ariding under the
Constitution, [aw_,or treaties of the United
States" (emphasis added), is narrower than
the language of Art. II1. § 2. el. 1. of the
Constitution, "'[tJhe judicial Power shall ex-

Shapiro, Hart end'Wecbshr'sThe Federal

Cour_ and the Federal System 885-886

(Sth ed:2003). Accordingly, I would be

willing in appropriate circumstances to re-

consider our interpretation of § 1331.

MERCK KGAA, Petitioner,

Y.

INa_GRA LIFESCIENCES

I, LTD, et al.

No. 03-1237.

A_gued Apra 20, 20o5.

Decided June 13, 2005.

Backgroun& Owner of patents for phar- -.

m .acelogieally useful peptide sued competi-
tor, researcher, and research institute for

infringement and inducement of infringe-
meat. The United States District Court for

the Southern Districtof California,James

M. Fitzgerald,SeniorDistrictJudge, sit-

ring by designation,entered judgment

upon jury'sfindingof infringementand

award of damages. On appeal,the United

StatesCourt Of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit,331 F_Sd 860.,affirmedin.partand
reversedin part,finding thatpatentstat-

ute'ssafe harbor provisiondid not apply,

and that patentscoveredpeptidesdevel-

oped by competitor,but remanding for

recalculation of damages

Holdings. On grant of certiorari, the Su-.

preme Court, Justice Soalia, held that:

tend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, nr/s/ng
under this Constitution, the Laws of the Unit-
ed States, and Treaties made, or which shall
be made, under their Authority . .." (emphas-
es added).
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(1) exemption setforth by patent statute's in manner reasonably related to "develop-
safe h_rbor provision, stating that uses ment and submission of information under

_)f painted invention in manner rea- a Federal law which regulates" the use of

sonably related to development and drugs do not constitute patent infringe-
submission of information under Fed- ment provides a wide berth for the use of

eral law which regulates the use of patented drugs in ac_vities related to the

drugs do not constitute infringement, federal regulatory process, 35 U.S.GA.

includes preclinical studies of patented § 271(e)(1),

compounds that are appropriate for
3. Patents ,_=_260 ,,

submission to the Food and Drug Ad-
Exemption from infa'ingernent set

ministration (FDA) in the regalato_ fol_h by safe hm_or provision of patent

process; state_ stating that uses of patented inven-

(2) exemption is not limited to only pre_ tion in manner reasohably related to "de-

clinical data pertaining to safety of veloprnent and submission of information

drug in humans; and under a Federal .law which regulates" the

(3) exemption does not categgz. _cally ex- use of drugs do not constitute infringe-.
dude either experimentation on drugs mant extends to all uses of patented invert-

that are not ultimately the subject of tions that are re_olhbly related to the

an FDA submission or the use of pat- development and submission of any infer-

ented compounds in experiments that n_.tion under the Federal Food, I:h_g, and

are not ultimately submitted to the Cosmetic Act (FDCA). Federal Food,

FDA. Dl_ag, and Cosmetic Ac_ § ,1 et seq., 21

Vacated andremanded. U.S.C_a_ § 301 et seq.; 35 U_.C.A.
§ 271(e)(I),

L Patents _=_260 4. Patents _260

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmet- Exemption from infringement set
ic Act (FDCA) is a "Fodexal law which - forth by safe harbor provision of patent

regulates the manufactm'e, use, or sale of statute stating that uses of patented inven-

drugs," within meaning of patent statate's tlon in manner l_easonably related to "de-

safe harbor pl_vision-stating that uses of velopment and submission of information

patented invention in manner reasonably under a Federal law which regulates" the
related to "development and submission of use of drugs" do not coastitu_ infringe-
information under a Federal law which ment necessan2y includes preclinical stud-

regulates the manufactul_e, use, or sale of ies of patentod compounds that are appro-

drugs" do not cons_tute patent.infringe-, priate for submission to the Food and
mont. Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Drug Administration (FDA) in the regula-

Act, §§ 1 et seq., 505(a), 21 U.S.C.A. tory pz_cess; information is not excluded .

§§ 301 et seq., 355(a); 35 U.S.CJk. from the exemp_en on. _e basis of the

§ _71(eX1). - phase of research in which it is developed

See pvbJication Words and Phvns- or the particular submission in which it
es for other judicial constructions could be included. 35 U_q.CA.
and de_nitions. § 271(e)(I).

2. Patents _=260 5. Patents _260

Safe harbor provision of patent star- Exemption set fox_h by patent sta_

ute stating that uses of patented invention ute's safe barber pro_sion, stating thst

O
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action, pharmac01ogy_ or pt_-maacokinetics.

21 C.F.R. §§ 58.1(a), . 58_(d),
312.23(a)(8)(iii).

8. Health _317

• Safety-related experiments on drugs

that are not conducted in compliance with

good laboratory practices regulations pro-
mulguted by the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (FDA) may be submitt_ in an

investigational new drug. application
(IND), ff such studies include a brief state-

ment of the reason for the noncompliance.

21 C.F.R. § 312_23(a)(8)(iii).

9. Patents _260

B_ic scientific research on a particu-
lar compound, performed without the in-

tent to develop a partiaflar drug or a
reasonable bulief that the compound will

cause the so_ of physiologlc_l effect the

researcher intends to induce, is not "rea-

sonably related to the development and.
submission of information" to the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA), for pur-
pose of exemption set forth by patent stat-

ute's safe harbor provision, stating that

uses of patentedinvention in manner rea-

sonably related to development and sub-
mission of information under Federal law

which regulates the use of drugs do not

constitute infringement. 35 U.S.C.A.
§ 271(e)(1).

See publication Words and Phras-
es for other judicial constructions
and definitions.

10. Patents _=_269

Exemption set forth by patent stat-

ute's safe harbor provision, stating that

uses of patented invention in manner rea-

sonably related to "development and sub- i
mission of information under a Federal law Iwhich regulates" the use of drugs do not

constitute infringemen_ does not categori- .

cally exclude either (1) experimentation on

drugs that are not ultimately the subject of

2374

uses of patented invention in manner rea-

sonably relatedto "developmentand sub-

missionofinformationunder a Fede_ law

which regnlates _ the use of drugs do not

constitute infringement, is not limited, with

xespect to predinieal data, to only preelini-

cal data pertaining to safety of drug in

human; although regulation indicates that

primary obje_ve in reviewing investiga-
tional-new drug application (IND), which

seeks permission to conduct clinical trials,

is to assure safety and rights of subjects,

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) also

requires applicants to includein an IND
summaries of the pharmacological, toxico-

logical, pharmacoldnetic, and biological

qualities of the subject drug in animals,
and such information is primarily obtained

through, preclinical studies. 35 U,S.C.A.

§ 271(e)(1); 21 C.F.tL §§ .312,22(a),
31_23(a)(b').

6. Health @_317

When acting upon invostigational new

drug'application (IND), which seeks per-
mission to conduct clinical trials for partic-

ular drug, Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) does not evaluate safety of pro-

posed clinical experiments in a vacuum,
but asks whether the proposed clinical trial

poses an unreasonable risk; this assess-
ment.involvss a comparison of the risks

and the benefits associated with the .pro-

posed clinical trials, and relevant informa-
tion necessarily includes preelinical studies

of a drug's efficacy in achieving particular
r-_atlts. Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmet-

ic Act, § 505(i)(3)(B){i), 21 U._C_

§ 355(iX3)(B)(i); 21 C.F.R. §§ 312.23(aX8),

56.111(a)(2).

7. Health e=_317

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

requirement that preclinical studies be

conducted under good laboratory practices

applies only to experiments on drugs to
determine their safety, not to preclinical

studies of a drug's efficacy, mechanism of
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a submission to the Food and Drug Ad- submission that is ultimately passed along

ministration (FDA) or (2) use of patented to the FD_ 35 U.S.C.A. § 271(eXD.
compounds in experiments that are not

ultimately submitted to the FDA; rather, "Patents _=3_8(2)
under certa/n conditions, the exemption is

sufficiently broad to protect the use of
patented compounds in both situations. 35
U.S,C.A. § 271(e)(i).

11. Patents _260

Where a drugmaker has a reasonable
basis for believing that a patented corn-

pound may work, through a particular bio-
logical process, to produce a particular

physiological effect, and uses the com-
pound in research that, if successful, would
be appropriate to include in a submission

to the Food and Drug Administration
"_DA), that use is "reasonably related to

e development and submission of infor-
'-&ation under Federal taw," within mean-

ing of safe harbor provis/on of patent stat-
ute stating that uses of patented invention
in manner reasonably related to develop-
ment and submission of information under

Federal law wldch regulates the use of

drugs do not constitute infringement. 35
U.S.C.A.§ 271(e)(I).

See publicationWords and Phras-
es for otherjudicialconstructions
and definitions.

12.Patents _=.260

For purposeofexemption setforthby

patentstatute'ssafeharbor provision,stat-

ing°tlmtusesofpatentedinventieninman-

ner reasonably relatedto "development

and submission of informationunder a

Federal law which regulates"the use of.

drugs do not constituteinfr_gement,the

relationshipofthe use ofa patentedcom-

pound in a particularexperiment to the

development and submissionof informa-

tiontothe Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) does not become more attenuated,

orlessreasonable,simplybecausethe data

_xom thatexperiment are leftout of the
l

* The sylhibus constitutes no pan of the oph_ion

of the Cour_ but has been prepared by the

Reportcr of Decisions for the convenience of

4,789,734, 4,792,525,' 4,879,237, 4,988,-

621, 5,695,997. Cited.

_//abm *

It is not "an act of [patent] infringe-

ment to ... u_e ... or import into the
"United States a patented invention ...

solely for uses reasonably related to the

development and Submission of informa-

tion under a Federal law which regulates
the ... use ... of drugs." 35 U.S.C.

§ g71(e)(1). The Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act .of 1938 (FDCA) is such a

law. Under the FDCA, a drug maker
must submit rb_enrch data to the Food

and Drug Administration(FDA) in an in-

vestiga_enalnew drug application(IND)

when seekingauthorizationtoconduct hu-

man clinical trials, and in a new drug

application(NDA) when seekingauthoriza-

tiontomarket a new drug. RselJondente

_cd a patent-infringementsuit,claiming,

i_ al_z_ that petitioner had wfllfuliy in-

fringed their patents by supplying respon-

dents' RGD peptides to other defendants
for use in predinical research. Petitioner

answered, among other things, that

§ 271(e)(1) exempted its actions from in-

fringemeni_ The jury found otherw/se and

awarded damages. In post-trial motions,

the DistrictCourt affirmed the jury's

award and denied petitioner'smotion for

judgment asa matter oflaw. The Federal

Circuitaffirmed that denial,findingthat

§ 271(e)(1)'ssafeharbor did not apply. It

reversed the District Court's refusalto

modify the damages award and remanded

for further proceedings.

the reader, See United Stares v. Detroit Tim.

bet& LumberCo., 200 U,S. 321,337, 26 S.CL

282_ ,50 LEd. 499.
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Hehf" The use of patented compounds

in preclinical studies is protected under

§ 271(e)(1) at least as long as there is a
reasonable basis to believe that the com-

pound tested could be the subject of an"

FDA submission and the experiments will

produce the types of information relevant

to an IND or ND,a_ The statutory text
makes dear that § 271(e)(D provides a

wide berth for the use of patented drugs" in

activities related to the federal regulatory

process, including uses reasonably related

to the development and submission of any

information under the FDCA. Eli LiUy &

Co. _. Msdt_v'rd_ Inn, 496 U.S, 661, 665-

669, 110 S.CL 2683,-110 L.Ed2d 605. This

necessarily includes preclinical studie._,

both those pertaining to a drug's safety in

humans and these related to, e.g., a drug's

efficacy and mechanism of actiom Addi-

tionally, § 271(e)(1) exempts from infringe-

ment the use of patented compounds in

preelinical research, even when the patent-
ed compounds do not themselves become

the"subject of an FDA submission. The

"reasonable relation" requirement cannot
be read effectively to limit § 271(e)(1)'s

stated protection of activities "leading to

FDA approval for all drug_ to thos_ activi-
ties leading to FDA approval for generic

drugs. Similarly, the use of a patented

compound in experiments not themselves
included in a "submission of information"

to the FDA does not, standing alone, ren-

der the use infringing. Because the Fed-

era] Circuit applied the wrong standard in

rejecting petitioner's challenge to the

jury's finding that petitioner failed to show

that its activities "were covered by

§ 271(eX1), .the trial evidence has yet to be
reviewed under the standard set forth in

the jury instruction, and developed in

more detm3 here. Pp. 2_g0-2_4.

331' F.3d 860, vacated and remanded.

SCALIA_ J., delivered the opinion for
a unanimous Court.
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E. Joshua Rosenkrauz, New York City,

for petitioner.

D.aryl Jeseffer, Washington, DC, for the

United States as-amicm curiae, by specla]

leave of the Court, supporting the petition-
er.

Mauricio A. Flores, San Diego, CA, for

respondents.

Donald R. Duuner, Thomas H. Jenkins,

Finnegan, Henderson, Faral_. w, Garrett &

Dunner, L_L.P., Washington, D.C., E.

•Joshua Rosenkranz,Counsel of Record; IV/.

Patricin Thayer, James N. Czaban, Gins
'M. Parlovecchio, Nishita Doshi Holier

Ehrman LLP, New York City, for peti-
tioner.

Mau_'teio A. Flores, McDermott Will &

Emery LLP, Irvine, CA, David M. Beck-
with, McDermott Wffi & Emery LLP, San

.Diego,CA, Ral_liaelV. Lupo, Counsel of

Record, Cathryn Campbell, Mark .G.

Davis,M. MillerBaker, Ri.chardB. Ro._-

ers, MeDermptt Will & Emery LLP,

Washington,D.C,,forRespondents.

For U.S. Supreme Court briefs, see:

2005 WL 38_70 (Pet.Brie0

2005 WL 68_}89 (Resp.Brief)

2005 WL 828263 (Reply.Brief)

Justice SCALIA delivered the opiniofi'of
the Court.

This case presents the question whether

"uses of patented inventionsin preclinical
research, the results of which are not ulti-

mately included in a submission to the

Food and Drug Administration (FDA), are

exempted from infringement by 35 U.S.C.
§ 271(e)(1).

I

Itisgenerallyan actofpatentinfringe-

ment to "mak[e],us[el,offe[r]to sell,or

sel[l]any patented invention... during
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the term of the patent therefor." § 271(a).

In 1984, Congress enacted an exemption to

this general rule, see Drug Price Competi*
tion and Patent Term Restoration Act of

1984, § 202, 98 Stat_ 1585, as amended, 85

U.S.C. § 271(e)(1), which provides:

"It shall not be an act of infringement to

make, use, offer to sell, ol, sell within the

United States or import into the United

States a patented invention (dthe_' than

a new animal drug or veterinary biologi-

cal product (as those terms are used in
the Federal Food, Drug, and CoSmetic

Act and the Act of March 4, 19.13) ...)

solely.fer uses reasonably related to the

development and submission of informa-

tion under a Federal law which regu-

lates the manu(acture, use, or sale of

drugs .... "

[1] The Feddral Food, Drug, and Cos-

metie Act (FDGA), el_ 675, 52 Stat. 1040,

as amended, _-1 U.S.C. § 301 _ 8e_., is "a

Federal law which regulates the manufac-

ture, use, or sale of drugs." See gl U.S.C.

9 355(a); Eli Lilly & Co. v. MedtToni_

Itm, 496 U.S. 661, 665-666, 674, 110 S.GL

2683, II0 L.Edg.d 605 (1990). Under the

'FDCA, a drugmaker must submit research

data to the FDA at two general stages of

new_irug developmant. I First, a drug-

maker must gain authorization to conduct

clinical trials (tests on humans) by submi_

ring an investigat_onal new drug applica-
tion (IND). See 21 U.S.C. 9 355(i); 21

CFR § 312.1' st seq. (2006). = The IND

must describe '_oreclinieal tests (including

tests on animals) of [the] drug adequate to

2377

justify,the proposed clinicaltesting."21

U.S.C. § 355(i)(1)(A);see 21 . CFR

99 3122_3(a)(5)and "(a)(8)(specifyingnec-

essary infornmtion from preclinieal tests).
Second, to obtain anthorizatlbn to market a

new drug,a drugmaker.must submita new

drug applieaffon(NDA), con_ 'Tail

reportsofinvestigat_ormwhichhavebeen

made to show whether or not [the] drug is:-
safe for use and whether [the] drug is

effective in usa" 21 U.S.C. § 355(bX1).

Pursuant to FDA regulaffons, the NDA
must include all clinical studies, as well as

preelinical studiesrelatedto a drug'seffi-'

cacy, toxicity, and pliarmacological proper-
ties. See gl CFR 9§ $14.50(d)(2) (preclin-

ieal studies) and (d)(5) (clinical studies).

II

A

Respondents Integra LifeseiencesI,

Ltd., and the Burnham Institute, own five

patents related to the tripeptide sequence

Arg-Gly-Asp, known in single-letter nota-

tion as the "R_D pepttde." U_cL Patent
Nos. 4,988,621, 4,792,525, 5,695,99_, 4,879,-

237, and 4,789,734; Supp.App. SAll-SA19.

The RGD peptXh promotes cell adhesion

by attaching to av_ integrins,receptors

commonly located.onthe outer surfaceof

certainendothelial.cells.331 F.3d 860,

862-863 (C_.Fed_2003).

Beghning in 1988, petitioner Merck

KGaA provided funding for. angiogenesis

research conducted by Dr. David Cheresh

at the .Scripps Research Institute

(Scripps). Telio8 Pharm_eu_ical_ _ aL

1. Drugm_ers that desire to market a generic
drug (a drug containing the same active |n-
grodients as a drug already approved for the
market) may file an abbreviated new drug
application (ANDA) with the FDA. See 21
U.S.C. § 3550). The sponsor o1:a generic
drug does not have to make an independent
showing that the drug is safe and effective,
eitherin preclinical or clinical studies. See
§ 3550)(2)(A). It need only show that" the

drag includes the same active ingredients as,
and is bloequivalent to, the drug that it is
mimicking. See _ 3SS(jXg)(A}(ii) and (iv);
§ 3SSqXS)(B).

2. We cite the current versions of fedeial stat-
utes and regulations. The provisions cited
are materially unchanged since the period of
petitioner's alleged infringemenL
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,z,. Merck. KGaA," et al., Case No. 96-CV-

I307 (S:D.Cal., Sept.9, 1997), App. 30a.

• Angiogenesls is the process by which new
blood vessels sprout fi_m existing vessels;

it .plays a critical role in many diseases,

including solid .tumor cancers, diabetic re-
tinopathy, and rheumatoid m-thritis. 331"
F,3d, at 863. In the com_e of his re-

search, Dr. Cheresh discovered that Jt was

possible to inhibit angiogenesis by blocking

'the .av_., in.tegrins on pl_)liferating en-
dothella] cells. Ibid, In 1994, Dr. Oheresb
succee(ied ill reversing tumor growth in

chicken embryos, fu'st using a monoclenal

antibody :(EM609) he developed himself

and later using a cyclic RGD peptide
(EMD 66203) provided by petitian_l', a

App. 190_ Dr. Cheresh's discoveries were

announced in leading medical journals and

received attention in the general media

See Altman, Scientists Report Finding a
Way to Shrink Tumors, N,Y. Times, Dec.

30, ]994, p. A1; Brooks, et al., Integrin

avl3s Antagonists Promote Tumor Regres-

sion by Inducing Apoptosis of Angiogenic
Blood Vessels,' 79 Cell 1157 (Dec. 30, 1994);

Brook,% Clark, and Chea-esh, Requirement

of Vescular Integrin av13._for Angiogenes-

is, 264 Science 569 (Apr. 22, 1994).

• With petitioner's agreement to fund re-

search at Scripps due to expire in July
1995, Dr.' Cheresh submitted a detailed

proposal for expanded collaboration be-

twean Scripps and petitioner on February

1, 1995. App. 95a-107a. The proposal set

forth a 0-yem" timetable in which to devel-

op "integrin antagonists as angiogenesis

inhibitors," id,, at 105a, beginning with -in

v/t.-_v and i_ v'izto testing of RGD peptides

at Scripps in year one and culminating
_.Jth the submission of an IN]) to the FDA

in yem" three, id., at 103a-107a. Petitionex

agreed to the matea_l terms of the pr<_

posal on February 20,J995, it/., at 1PAa-
125a, and on April 13, 1995, pledged $_

million over three yem_ to fund research

at Scripps,/_, at Ig6a. Petitioner's April

13 letter specified that Scripps would h.

responsible for testing RGD peptides pro-

duced by petitioner as potential drug can-
didates but that, once a p_nmW candidata,

for clinical testing was in "the pipeline,"-

petitionerwould pm'folan tl_etoxicelsgy

tests necessary for FDA approval topro-

ceed to clinical trials, l&, at 127a; see 21

CFR § 312.23(aX8)(iii) (2005) (requirement

that "noficlinieal labo_tory study" include
a certification that it was perfo_Taed under

good laboratory practices); see also
§ 58xq(d) (2004) (defining "[n]onclinical lab-

oratory study"). Sca-ipps and petitioner
concluded an agreement of continued col-

laboration in September 1995. Case No.

96-CV-1307, App. 31m

Pursuant to the agreement, Dr. Cheresh

directed in zr/tro and i_ _-va experiments

on RGD peptides provided by petitioner

from 1995 to 19_}8. These experiments
focused on EMD 66203 and two closely
related derivath, es, EMD 85189 and EM-D

121974, and were designed to evaluate the

suitability of each of the peptides as poten-

tial d_g candidates. 331 F.3fl, at 863.

Accordingly,the testsmeasured the effica-

cy,specifidty,and toxicityofthe particular

pop,ides as angiogenesisinhibitors,and

evaluatedtheirmechanism of aetlsnand

pharmacoldneticsinanimals. Ibid.Based

on the testresults,Scrippsdecidedin 1997

thatEMD 121974 was the.most promising

candidate for testingin humans. [bid.

Over the same p_'iod_Scrippsperformed

simi]ar tests on LM609, a monoclonal anti-

body developed by Dr. Cheresh) App.

3. In the proceedings below, the Court of Ap- tioner. 33 ! F.3d 860, 869 (C.A.t?ed.2003).
peals held the! _x:spondent_' patents covered Petitioner doe_ not contest that ruling here,

the cyclic RGD peptides developed br petL 4. Scripps licensed the paten( for the: raono-
c!onal antibody to I>:sy_,a California biotech-
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277a, 285a-298_. Scrippsalso conducted

more basicresearch on organicniimetics

designedto blockav_ integrinsina man-

ner similarto the RGD .peptides,id, at

223a-_24a; it appear_ that Scrippsused

the RGD pept_desin these tests as '_l_si-

tire controls" against wh!ch to measure the
efficacyofthe mimetics,_d, at188a.

In November 1996, petitionerinitiateda

formal projectto guide "oneof its RGD

peptidesthrough the regulatoryapproval

processin the United Statesand Europe.

Id, at 129a. Petitioneroriginallydirecthd

itseffortsat EMD 85189, but switched

tbcusinApril1997 to EMD 121974. Case

No. 96-CV-1307, App. 31m Petitioner

subsequentlydiscussedEMD 121974with

officialsat the FDA. Id:,at 397& In

October 1998, petitionershared its re-

searchon RGD peptideswith the National.

Cancer Institute (NOD, which agreed to

sponsor clinical trials, ld., at 214a-217a.
Although the factwas excluded from evi-

deuce at trial,the lower court'sopinion

reflectsthat NCI filedan IND for EMD

121974 in 1998. 331 F.3d, at 874 (NEW-

man, J.,dissenting).

B

On July 18, 1996,respondents fileda

patent-infringementsuitagainstpetitiener_

.,k_ipps,and Dr. Cheresh in the District
I _)urt for the Southern District of Califer-

_ia. Respondents' complaint alleged that

_.,titioner _dllRlily infringed and induced"

,dhers to infringe respondents' patents by

•.upplying the RGD peptide to Scripps, and

_lmt Dr. Cheresh and Scripps infringed the

,ame patents by using the RGD peptide in
,-Xl__ximents related to angiogenesis. Re-

i ology company..App, 271a. Based on re-

,catch conducted at Scripps and at :[xsys in

consultation with Dr. Chcrcsh. an IND appli-
cation for a humanized version o[ the anti-

body called Vita×in was filed with the FDA on

December 30, 1996. ld., at 271a-274a, 404a.

In addition to toxicology tests, the application
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• spondents sought damages from p_titioner

and a declaratory ju.dgment against Dr.

Cheresh and Scripps. Id., at 863. Peti-

tioner answez'ed that its actions involving .

the RGD peptides did not infringe respon-

dents' patents, and that in any event they
were protected by the 'common-law re-

search . exemption and 35 ' _U.S.C.
§ 271(e)(1). _31 F.Sd, at 863."

At the conclusion of, trial, the District

Court held that, with one exception, peti-

tiener's pre--1995 actions related _ the

RGD peptides wdre protected by the com-

mon-law research exemption, but that a

question of fact remained as to whether

petitioner's use of the RGD pep_des area"
1995 fell w}thin the § 271(e)(1) safe hm-bor.

With the consent of the parties, the Dis-

trict Court gave the following _nst_etion
regarding the § _71(e)(1) exemption:

•"To prevailon thisdefense,[petition-

er] must prove by a preponderance of ..

the evidencethatitwould be.objeotivaly

reasonablefor a party in [petitioner's]

and Scripps'situationto believethat

there was a decent prospect that the

accusedactivitieswould contribute,rela-

tivelydirectly, to the generation of the

kinds of information that are likely to be

relevant in the pro_._eses by which the

FDA would decide.whether to approve

the product in question,

"Each of the accused activities must

be evaluated separately to'determine

whether the exemption applies..

"[Petitioner]does not need to show

that the informationgathered from a

particularactidtyw-£s'actuallysubmit-

ted to the leD_A." App. 57a.

included information from Dr. Cheresh's in
vitro and in vivo expcximents reiaU_ to the
antibody's mechanism of action and efficacy
as an inhibitor o[ angiogenesis. 1d.. at 399a-
404a, Lxsys began clinical testing of the anti-
body as art angiogenesis inhibitor irtFebroary
1997. ld., at304a.
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The jury tbund that petitioner, Dr. Chex-
esh, and Scripps infa_nged _espondents'

patents and that petitioner had failed to
show that its activities were protected by

§ 271(e)(1). It awarded damages of $15
million.

In response to post-trial motions, the

District Court dismissed _.spondents' suit

against Dr. Cberesh and flcripps, but af-

firmed the jury's damage award as sup-

ported by substantial evidence, Civ. Action
No. 961307 JMF (SD Cal. Mar. 26, 2001),

App. to Pet. for Cert. 52a, and denied

pet/tioner's motion for judgment as a mat-
ter of law', Civ. Action No. 96CV-1307

JMF (SD Cal., Mar. 6, 2001), App. to Pet.

for Cert. 50a. With respect to the last, the
• District Court explained that the evidence

was suffident to show that "any connection
between the infringing Scripps expel_-

ments and FDA review was insufficiently.

direct to qualify for the [§ 271(e)(1) ex-

emptionJ." I£, at 49a.

.'A divided panel of the Court of Appeals

for the Federal Cimait affirmed in part,

and reve_._ed in part. The panel m_ority

affirmed the denial of judgment as a mat-
ter of law to petitioner, on the groand timt

§ 271(e)(1)'s safe harbor did not apply be-

cause "the Sc_qpps work sponsored by [pe-

titioner] was not clinical testing to supply
information to the FDA, but only general

biomedical research to identify new phar-

maceutical compounds." 331 F.3d, at 866.

It reversed the District CourL's l_efusai to,

modify the damages award, and l_emanded

for further proceedings, s Id., at 872.

Judge Newman dissented on both points.

See id., at 874, 877. The panel unanimous-

ly affirmed the District Comb's ruling that

respondents' patents covered the cyclic

RGD peptides developed by petitioner.

5. On remand, the District Court reduc.ed the

damages award to $5,375 million. Cir. Ac-

tion No. CV.96 CV I307-B(A3B), 2004 WL

2284001, "I (SD Cal.. Sept. 7, 2004).
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ld., at 868-869;.id,, at 873, n. 7 (l_ewrhan.

J., dissenting). We granted certiorari to

review the Court of Appeals' construction

of § 271(e)(I)."543 U.S. , 125 S.Ct.

823,160 L.Ed2d 609 (2004).

III

[2] As described ear.lier, 35 U.S.C.
§ 271(e)(i) provides that "lilt shall not be

an act of infringement to ... use ... or

import into the United States a patented

invention ... solely for uses rea_.onably

related to the development and submission
of information under a Federal law which

regulates the ... use ... of drugs."

Though the contours of this provision arf,

not .exact in every respect, the statutory

text makes clear that it provides a wide
berth for the use of patented drugs in

activities related to the federal regulatory

process.

• [3, 4] As an initial matter, we th_k it

apparent from the statutory text that

§ 271(e)(1)'s exemption from infringemesl

extends to all uses of patented inventien._

that are reasonably related to the develop-
ment and submission of any information

under the FDCA. Gf. EH L///y, 496 U.S..

at 66.5-669, 110 S.C_. 2683 (declining t,,

limit § 271(e)(1)'s exemption from in-

fringement to submissions under particu.

lar statuary prOvisions that regular,.
drugs). This necessarily includes prec]in'i-

cal studies of patented compounds that at,.

appropriate for submission to the FDA i,

the regulatory process. There is simply

no room in the statute for exeludlng cer

lain information from the exempt/on ,m

the basis of the phase of research in whirh

it is developed or the particular submissi,,
in which it could be included. 6

6. Although the Court of Appeals' opinion sin,

Bests in places that § 271(e)(1)'s exempfi,,_.

from infringement is limited to research c,.,

ducted in clinical trials, see 331 F.3d, m 8o¢,
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[5] Respondents concede the bl_eadth

of § 271(eX1) in this regard, but argue

that the only predinical data of interest to

the FDA is that which pertains to the

safety of the drag in humans. In respon-

dents' view, preclinical studies related' to a

drug's efficacy, mechanism of action, phar-

macokinetics, and pharmacology are not

reasonably included in an IND or an NDA,

and are therefore outside the scope of the
exemption. We do not _ndersfzmd the

FDA's interest in information gathered .in

preclinical studies to be so constrained.

To be sure, its regulations provide that the

agency's "primary objectives in reviewing

an IND are ... to assure the safety and

rights of subjects," 21 CFR 312.22(a)
(2005), but it does not follow that the FDA

is not interested in reviewing information

related to oth.er characteristics of a drug.

To the contrary, the FDA requh-es that

applicants include in an ]ND summaries of

the pha:nnacological, toxicolbglcal, pharma-

cokinetic, and biological qualities of the

drug in animals. See § 31223(a)(5); De-

_arianent of Health and Human Services,

Guidance for Industry, Good Clinical Pr'#c-

rice: Consolidated Guidance 45 (Apr.1996)
'q_e results of all relevant nonclinical

)harmacology, toxicology, .pharmacokinet-

ic, and investigational product metabolism

_tadiesshould be provided in summary

form. This summary should address the

methodology used, the results, and a dis-

cussion of the relevance of the findings to

the investigated therapeutic and the pessi-

'.hie unfavorable and unintended effects in

The primary (and, in some

only) way in which a drugmaker

obtain such information is through

in vitro and i_ vivo studies.

t

we do not uudcrsumd it to have adopted that

. positiou. The Court of Appeals recognized
dmt iaformadon included in an iND would

come within § 271(e)(l)'s safe harbor. Ibid.
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[6] Moreover, the FDA does not evalu-

ate the safetyof proposed clinicalexperi-

mente in a vacuum; rather,as the statute

and regulationsreflect,itaskswhether the

proposed clinical trial poses an "unreason-

able l_k." 21 U.S.C. § 355(i)(3)(B)(i_ see

also 21 CFR § 312.23(a)(8) (2005) (requir-

ing applicants to include phnrraacologicul

and to_dcologieal studies.that serve as the
basis of their conclusion that clinical test-

ing would be '%easonably safe");

§ 56.111(a)(2) (2004) (providing that the'
Institutional Review Boards that oversee
clinical, trials must consider whether the

"[r]isks to subjects are reasonable in rela-

tion toanticipated,benefits"). This assess-

ment involves a compari_n of the risks

and the benefits associated with the pro-
posed clinical trials, As the Government's

brief, filed on behalf of the FDA, explains,

the =FDA might allow clinical testing of a

drug that posed significant safety concerns

ff the drug had a sufficientlypositive p_
tentialto address a serious disease, al-

though the agency would not acceptsimi-

larrisks for a drug that was less likely 'to
succeed or that would treat a less serious

medical condition/' Brief for United

States as Amiens Curiae 10. Accordingly,

the FDA directs that an IND must provide

sufficient information for the investigator
to "make hi_/her own unbiased risk-benefit

assessment of the appropriateness of the

proposed trial." Guidance for Industry,

sWrra, at 43. Such informationnecessarily

includespreclinical studies of a drug'seffi-
cacy in achieving particular results.

[7,8] Respondents egntend that, even

accepting that the FDA is interested in

preclinicalresearch concerningdrug char-

acteristics other than safety, the experi-

ments in question here are necessarily

Because an IND must be Friedbefore clinical
trials may begin, such information would usc-
essari|ybe dev.clopedin predinicul studies.
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disqualified because they were not con-
ducted in conforrfdty with the FDA's good

laberatorypracticesregulations.Thisar-

gument fails for at least two reasons.
First, the FDA's requirement that pre-

clinicalstudiesbe conductedunder"good

laboratory practices" applies only to ex-

periments on drugs %o determine their
safety," 21 CFR § 58.3(d). See 21 CFR

§ 58.1(a);. § 312Y-_(a)(8)(fd) (2005) (only
"nonclinical laboratory study subject to
the good laboratory practice regulations
under part 58' must cert_y compliance

with good laboratory practice regulations).
The good laboratory practice regulations

do not apply to precliuical studies of a
drug's efficacy, mechanism of action,

pharmacology, or pharmaeokinetics. Sec-
ond, FDA reguiatiens do not provide that

even safety-related experiment_ not con-
ducted in compliance with good laboratory
practices regulations are _ot suitable for
submission in an IND. Rather, such stud-
ies m_/st include "a brief statement of the

re_zon for the noncbmplisnce." Ibid.

The Court of Appeals' conclusion that
§ 27I(e)(1) did not protect petitioner's pro-
v/sien of the patented RGD peptides for

research at Sexipps appe_ad to rest on
two somewhat related 9ropositiena First,
the court creditedthe fact tha_ the

"Scripps-Merckexperimentsdidnotsup-

ply informationfor submissionto the
[FDA],butinsteadidentifiedthebestdrug

candidatetosubjecttofutureclinicaltest-

ingundertheFDA processes."331F.3d,

•at 865; see also _d., at 866 (similar). The
court explained:

"TheFDA hasno interestinthe bunt

for drugsthatmay.or may not later

undergoclinical_testing.forFDA apprev.

.al. For instance,,the FDA does not

requireinformationabout drugs other

thanthecompoundfeaturedinan lIND]

application.Thus, the Scrippswork

sponsoredby [petitioner]was not 'solely
forusesreasonablyrela_.dto'clinical
testing for FDA." _ .

•Second, the court concluded that the ex-
emption "does not globally embrace all
exper/mental _ty'th_ at some point,'
however attenuated, may lead to an FDA
_ipprevalprocess."Id.,at867._

[9,I0] We do notquibblewiththelat-
er.sta_ment.Basicacienlificresearchon

a particularcompound,performedwithout

theintenttodevelopaparticulardrug ora

reasonablebeliefthatthe compound will
causethesortof physiologicaleffectthe

researcherintendstoinduce,issurelynot

'_reasonablyrelatedto the development
and submissionof'information"to th'e

FDA. Itdoesnotfollowfromthis,howev-

er,that§ 271(eX1)'sexemptionfrom in-

fringementcategoricallyexcludeseither
(I)experimentationon drugsthatarenot

u_timately the subject of an FDA submis-
sion or (2) use of patented compounds in
experiments that are not ultimately sul>
mitred to the FDA. Under certain condi-

tions, we think the exemption is sufficient-
ly bread to protect the use of patented
compoundsinbothsituations.

As to thefirstpreposition, itdisregards

thereality that, even at late,stagesinthe

developmentofanew drug,scientifictest-
ingisa processoftrialand error.In the

7. TheCourtofAppealsalsosuggestedthata
limitedconstructionof§ 271(eXl) islieccs-
sarytoavoiddeprivingso-called"'research
tools" of the complete value of their patents.
Respondentshavenever argued the RGDpep-
tideswere usedat Scripps as research tools,
andit is apparentfrom the record that they
werenot. See331F.3d,at 878(Newman, J.,

dissenting)("UseofanexistingtoolInone'I
research is quitedi_erentfromstudyofthe.
tool Rse]f"). We thereforeneed not--and do
not---express a view about whether, or to
what extent, § 271(eX1) exempts from in. i
fringementthe use of "research tools" in the
developmentof informationfor the regulator), i

process. ._t
¢
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vast m_dority of cases, neither the drug- priate to include in a submission to the

maker nor its scientists have any way of

knowing whither an initially 'promislng

"candidate _ proye successful over a bat-

tery of experiments. That is the reason

they conduct-the experiments. Thus, to

construe § 27I(e)(1), as the Court of Ap-

peals did,not toprotectresearchconduct-

ed on pa.tented,compounds for which an

IND is not ultimately filed.is effectively to

limitassuranceofexemption tothe activi-

tiesnecessarytoseek approvalofa genet-

icdrug:.One can know atthe outsetthata

particularcompound willbe the subjectof

an eventualapplicationtothe FDA onlyif

-the activeingre_ent in the drug being

.tested is identic_| to that in a drug that

has already.beenapproved.

[11] The statutory text does not re-
quire such a result. Congress did not

limit § 271(e)(1)'s safe harbor to the devel-

opment of information for inclusion in a
submission to the FDA; nor did it create

an exemption applicableonly to the re-

search relevant to filingan ANDA for

approval of a genericdrug, Rather,it

exempted from infringemento2/ uses of

patented cbmpounds "reasofiably related"

to the process of developing information

for submiesion under any federal law reg-

ulating the manufacture, use, or distribu-

tion of drugs. See Eli L_?_g, 496 U.S, at

674, 110 S.Ct` 2683. We decline to read

the "reasonable relation" requirement so

narrowly as to render § 271(e)(1)'s stated

protection of activities leading to FDA ap-

preval for all drugs illusory. Properly

construed, § 271(e)(1) leaves adequate

space for experimentationand failureon

the road to regulatoryapproval:At least

where s drugrnak_ has a reasonablebasis

for betieving that a patented compound

may work, through a _tieular biologlcal

process, to produce a particular physiologi-

cal effect, and uses the compound in re-

search that, ff successful, would be appro-

FDA, that _e is _easenably related" to

the "development and submission of infor-
mation under ... Federal law."

§ 271(e)(1). "

[12] For _ reasons, the use of a

•patented co.mpounflin experiments that

are riot themselves included in a."submis--

sionofinfo_natien".tothe FDA'does not,

standingalone,render the use infringing:

The relationship of the use of a patented

compound in a particular experiment to

the "clevelopment and submission of infor-
mation" to the FDA does not become more

attenuated (or less reasonable) simply be-

cause the data from that experiment are

'leftoutor the submissionthatisultimately

passed alongtothe FDA. Moreover, many

of the uncertainties that exist2_'threspect

to the selectionofa specificdrug existas"

well with respectto the decisionbf what

researchtoincludein an IND orNDA. As

a District Court has observed, "[I-Jt will not.

always be clear to parties setting out to

seek FDA approval for their new producg.
exactly which kinds of information, and in

what _antifies,-it Hill take to win that

agency's approval." Irderm_/r_ Irm v.

V'v_.r/_ Ins, 776 F_upp." 1269, 1280
(N.D.Cal.1991), alTd, 991 F.2d 808

(C.A.Fed.1993). This is especially true at

the predlinical stage of drug approval.

FDA regulations i_revide only that "It]he

amount of information on a particular drug
that must be submitted in an IND ...

depends upon such factors as the novelty

of the drug, the extent to which it has been
studi_l previously, the known or suspected

risks, and the developmental phase of the

drug." 21 .CFR § 312.22(b). We thus

agree with the Government that the use of

• patented compounds in preclinical studies

is protected under'§ 271"(e)(1) as long as

there is a reasonable basis for .believing

that the experiments will produce '2he

types of informationthat are relevantto
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an IND or NDA." Blief of United States .

as A_tim_ Cnr_,ae 2'_,

Before the Court of Appeals, petitioner

challenged the sutTmiency of the e_idenee

supporting the jury's finding that it fmled
to show that "all of the accused activities

are covered by [§ 271(0(1)]Y App. 62a.

That com't rejected the challenge on the

basis of a construction of § '271(e)(I) that

was not consistent with the text of that

provision or the relevant jury instruction, s
Thus, the evidence presented at trial has

yet to be reviewed under the standards set

forth in the jury instruction, which we

believe to be consistent with, if less de-

tailed than, the construction of § 271(o)(1)

that we adopt today. We decline to under-

take a review of the. sufficiency of the

evidence under a proper construction of

§ 271(0(1) for the first time here. Ac-

cordingly, we vacate the judgment of the

Court of Appeals and remand the case for

proceedings consistent with this opinion.

tt _s .so ordered.

Reginald A, WILKINSON, Director,

Ohio Department of Rehabilitation

and Correction, et al., Petitioners,

v.

Charles E. AUSTIN et el.

No. 04-495.

Argued March 30, 2005.

Decided June 13, 2005.

Background: Current and former in-

mates housed at state supermax prison

brought class action against prison officials

under § 1983, alleging that state's policy

governing placement in the superrnax pris-
on did not afford procedural due process in
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment_
The'United States District Court for the

Northern District of Ohio, 189 F.Supp2d

719, ruled that the policy denied due pro-

cess, and ordered rnodifi_ations,204

F.Supp2d 1024,Prison officialsappealed.

The Court ofAppeals forthe SixthCircuit,

372 F.3d 346,affirmedinpart,reversedin

part and remanded. Prisonofficialsapplied

forcertiorariwhich was granted.

Holdings: The Supreme Court, Justice

Kennedy, heldthat:

(1) inmates had a liberty interest protect-
ed by the Fourteenth Amendment's

Due ProcessChuse in avoidingassign-

ment to state's supermax prison, and

(2)state'sinformal,nonadversary proce-

dures for placement of inmate in su.

permax prison were adequate to safe-
guard inmate's liberty interest in n,_t

being assigned tb stipermax facility.

AffLrmed in part, reversed in part aml
remanded.

8. The relevant jury instruction provided only
that there must be a "decent prospect that the
accused activities would contribute, relatively
directly, to the generation of the kinds of
information that are likely to be relevant in
the processes by which the FDA would decide
whether Io approve the product in question."
App. 57a. It did not say that, to fall within

§ 271(e)(l)'s exemption from infringeme.I.
the patemed compound used in experimenm
tion musl be the subject of an eventual appli
cation to the FDA. And it expresslyrejecwd
the notion that the exemption only includ,.d
experiments that produced information in
eluded in an IND or NDA. Ibid.
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